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Preface 
Human needs and societal problems have obviously always attracted the attention of 
scientists. Yet, in the science evaluation research there has been very little attention to the 
particular link between research output and societal problems and human needs. The present 
study is a major attempt to develop such a link. This should be the first step in the direction of 
developing a highly interactive tool to investigate scientific research output and performance 
from the perspective of a particular societal problem or (human) need. The tool we develop is 
based on the progress we have made in the area of bibliometric mapping and will make use of 
the advances in cognitive mapping as well as in educational science and information science. 

The basic idea behind our approach is that reference to societal problems and needs can be 
found in text describing the contents of scientific publications (titles and abstracts) if we 
know how particular problems and needs are described and if we know how to interpret the 
structure of science areas. These two aspects are taken into consideration in the development 
of the interactive mapping tool. 

The progress in bibliometric mapping at CWTS in the past 10 years concerned the 
digitalization of maps based on keywords as well as utility of the maps in general. The 
achievements of research during the 80’s have been adopted but not been developed much 
further (Noyons, 1999). This does not mean that the resulting maps were perfect. In fact they 
have been criticized but for most purposes the outcomes were such that there was little need 
to reconsider the method. One of the aspects that were criticized more than once however was 
the fact that there seemed to be a lack of reference to the ‘real world’ in the resulting maps. In 
other words, the scientist of whom the research area was plotted did not encounter the 
structure he expected. Therefore, these maps were difficult to use in a science policy context, 
because it was difficult to link the information from the maps to the actual situation. 
Cognitive mapping (concept mapping) is a technique to visualize the structure of a science 
area from the expert’s perspective and as such appropriate to link the bibliometric map to a 
structure representing the ‘real world’. Furthermore, the exercise of concept mapping may 
also reveal societal issues and human needs, when done by other users than the scientific field 
expert. 

In sum we developed a tool that enables a user either to superimpose his view on the way a 
research field is structured on the bibliometric representation and thus improve the quality of 
the latter or to evaluate the bibliometric structure from a particular perspective, such as a 
societal problem or human need.  
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1 Introduction 
The scientific enterprise is one of the most intricate virtual constructions ever devised. 
Erected upon foundations laid down roughly four centuries ago over the remains of even 
older structures, it has grown into a vast building made up of all kinds of interactions between 
scientists, their ideas, results and society. It is also a costly enterprise, since it occupies many 
intelligent people crafting intelligent utensils—and this intelligence is costly. And the 
enterprise is also allegedly growing still, doubling roughly every 15 year in size as indicated 
in [van Raan, 2000]. As a result, there is a natural demand for regulation of this enterprise in 
order to distribute the allocated resources in a fair and intelligent manner. But how to 
accomplish this is far from being a clear-cut matter. 

Science is self-referential, meaning that science itself is the subject of scientific research. The 
type of research performed on it is diverse: statistical, sociological, political, linguistic, 
pedagogical, epistemological and so on. The quantitative study of science, which is also 
known as scientometrics or (if focused on literature data) bibliometrics is also part of this 
‘Science of Science’. Dating back to the second half of the last century with early 
contributions like [de Solla Price, 1965], it has become an active field of both applied and 
more fundamental research. The field is prototypical cross-over: to accomplish its feat, it 
utilizes contributions from fields such as mathematics statistics, information retrieval, 
information visualization, artificial intelligence and more. Comprehensive overviews of the 
research in this field can be found in [van Raan, 1988] and [Moed et al., 2004]. 

So science itself can give us insight. Yet ‘Science of Science’ again belongs to science and 
most of the results are not readily adapted to something to guide the regulation of the 
scientific enterprise upon. But there are exceptions. For example, evaluative bibliometrics 
tries to quantify “qualitative” aspects of research by using bibliometric statistics such as 
activity and impact (see [Moed, 1989] for a fuller treatment). And this is a rather ‘hands-on’ 
type of research, which produces results that have a highly pragmatic value and are often very 
useful in science policy development, support and verification. 

Yet the utility of instruments is limited to the extent to which the user understands both the 
tool he wields as well as the problem matter it is wielded upon. And if the problem to address 
is as complex as steering the inner workings of parts of the scientific enterprise, one should 
not underestimate the effort required to grasp enough of the structure to make and validate 
decisions. 

A part of the research in bibliometrics is focused on developing ‘Maps of Science’. These 
maps are pictures that provide an overview of structures existing within science. The 
structures being depicted in these maps depend on the elements used to built them. For 
example, maps built from words or phrases taken from scientific papers provide an overview 
of the word-usage; while maps built from references between papers provide an overview of 
the usage of other scientific papers. These maps may be used to help the user to become 
familiar with that part of the scientific enterprise currently in focus (usually a particular field 
within science). But they also add to the cognitive load again. And additionally, and more 
problematic, the user now has some kind of a bootstrapping problem: to understand 
(recognize) the structures map, a user has to understand the field. Yet to understand the field, 
we provided the map in the first place!  

This research tries to address this “bootstrapping” problem. The project proposal phrased this 
as follows: we try to build an “analytical instrument [for] the assessment of [the] socio-
economic impact of R&D activities” [Project-proposal, p.3]. More concretely: by integrating 
concept mapping and bibliometric mapping approaches we hope to be able to address 
complicated, real problems using bibliometric data. Below, we will report on the approach 
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taken to implement this objective. We present a tool which allows a user to explicate a 
cognitive structure into a Concept Mapping related technology called “Woven Story” [Gerdt 
et al. 2001]. From this conceptual structure keywords are extracted and with these keywords a 
correspondence is created between the conceptual structure and science maps, which (for this 
application) are built from words and phrases taken from titles and abstracts of scientific 
papers. This correspondence creation is a learning facilitating tool: it allows the user to learn 
both about the cognitive structures and the science field. This has the added advantage that 
the user will become more or less familiar with the contents of the papers in the selected field, 
while familiarizing him or her self with the words used in the bibliometric map, gradually 
getting over the mental hurdle of translating the metal vocabulary with the one in the map. 
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2 Method 

2.1 Concept Maps 

2.1.1 Description of concept maps 
Concept maps (or Concept mapping, Mind Map®s, Cognitive Maps etc.) are (essentially) a 
collection of nodes and lines (arcs). The arcs can have a direction. Concept maps are highly 
visual: lots of formatting, colours and even pictures can be part of a concept map, see for 

example Figure 1. 

More specifically, a concept map is a visualisation which: 

• uses space (2 dimensional or 3 dimensional); 

• uses short descriptions; 

• may use pictures and images. 

And concept maps are used to: 

• improve (the outcome of) thinking; 

• create organization in information, get more clarity, especially when the information is 
complex [Bascones & Novak, 1985]; [Novak, 1991]); 

• collaborate, to get more and better communication [Johnson et al., 1981]. 

2.1.2 Creation of Concept Maps 
A lot of value of the concept map however lies in the process of creating the concept map 
[Novak & Gowin, 1984]; [Novak, 1990, Mintzes, Wandersee and Novak, 2000]. A concept 

 
Figure 1 A picture of a concept map (from Freeman) 
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map is created through several iterations of brainstorming and narrowing down (creating 
focus). While creating a concept map, it is important to: 

• decide what is relevant: “What is it that you want?“ or “What is the problem you try to 
solve?”; 

• decide what the main points are as opposed to less important points; 

• make sure you create all and only the lines and arrows if and how they are related (show 
the "story you want to tell"); 

• provide to each line or arrow an explanation of why or how they are related; 

• mix brainstorming and focusing in order to get all important concepts and only important 
concepts. 

This process can be done both as an individual and in a group. 

In this way, concept maps are similar to creating an outline. Concept maps are different 
because a concept map: 

• uses less text; 

• makes use of space; and 

• can create several relations of several types between the concepts (nodes). 

2.1.3 Types of information in a concept map 
Concept maps contain the following types of information: 

• concepts. The notion of concept is abstract by itself. More or less a concept can be 
defined as: "If you can describe it, it is a concept". Clear concepts can be defined such 
that you can always tell what falls under the concept and what doesn't. However, concept 
maps may contain fuzzy concepts as well. 

• associations. Also here, every association is fine if you can describe it. There are the 
traditional associations:  

• the normal inheritance (i.e., type-of, is-a, generalization/specification, 
subsume/derive) hierarchy found in classification systems such as taxonomies and 
catalogs,  

• and the associative hierarchy (i.e., has-a, contains-a, is-contained-in, or proceeds, 
succeeds, or references, or prior, or future, or variant) found in a product's parts list or 
a geography, for example. 

• but also there can be other associations such as "for example" or "for further reading" 

• nodes can be more central or more peripheral. More central nodes tend to have a higher 
relevance, more peripheral tend to have a lower relevance. 

• Concept maps may contain a hierarchy but do not have to contain a hierarchy 

2.1.4 Advantages of making a concept map 
Important advantages of concept mapping (the visualization plus the process): 

• stimulate creativity; 

• release the work memory (Anderson, 1992); 

• allow to zoom in, zoom out, take different angles; 
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• create a higher chance of seeing new associations; 

• give feedback on one's own thoughts; 

• allow to create an overview, organization of information; 

• allow you to decide what is relevant; 

• allow you to decide how things are called [Macnamara, 1982]. 

The weight of these advantages differs somewhat when concept mapping is used as an 
individual or in a group. As an individual the creative part is more important, in a group 
indicating relevance is more important. 

Consequence: The added value of concept mapping lies in the visualization of thoughts but 
also in the process of creating it.  

This makes concept mapping different from other meaning networks, visualizations and 
hierarchies such as: 

• Semantic networks 

• Mental models 

• Associative trees (such as TouchGraph) 

These visualizations are meant to communicate between an author and a reader or between 
the person who wants to disclose the information and the person who needs the information.  

Concept maps however, are not meant to communicate but support the thinking itself. This 
means that some of the knowledge associated with the concept map is not understood by 
outsiders but is only present in the person(s) who created the map. 

This definition has important consequences: 

• A person’s concept map, can never be a concept map to another person unless they created 
the concept map together 

• The aspect of space in other visualizations is different from space in a concept map 

A concept map is a result of a concept mapping process. In this process the individual or the 
group makes decisions on: 

• what is relevant; 

• how concepts are called; 

• how concepts are related. 
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This process results in a concept map. Seeing the concept map back allows the creator(s) to 
remember (recreate) their thinking. However, people that were not participating in creating 
the concept map, cannot retrieve this thought process. For example, when creating the 
concept map, it was decided what concepts should not be included. “What was not included” 
and “Why it was not included” is not visible in the concept map itself. Therefore, if you see 
another person's concept map, you will not understand what that person does understand 
from that very same concept map. 

Behind this very old misunderstanding about thinking (Belenky et al. 1986) is the idea that 
when we hear, read or see things we create a copy of it in our head. Our knowledge then, 
would be a collection of all these copies.  

However, seeing another person’s concept map is like seeing an iceberg: you only see the 
visible part, as illustrated in Figure 2. The rest of the thought process (ideas behind the map) 
remain hidden. 

Because the process of concept mapping is at least as important as the visualization itself, also 
space in a concept map differs from space in a visualization.  

• In a visualization the user sees things near. Therefore the user may assume a reason 
why these things are near 

• In a concept map, the user has a reason to put things near. Therefore, putting things 
near is a way of giving meaning (Bereiter 1987) 

So, in both a visualization and in a concept map space has meaning. However nearness in a 
concept map is a consequence of an activity. Therefore space in a concept map has more and 
a more richer meaning. 

2.2 Woven stories 
Woven Stories [Gerdt et al 2001] was originally created to support collaborative writing over 
the web. What actually was gained, was actually a cognitive tool. The concept of Woven 
Stories has been applied to different domains, e.g. in corporate Strategy planning (Nuutinen et 

 
Figuur 2 Another person’s concept map is like seeing an iceberg 
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al. 2004). In this section we present the concept of the Woven Stories in such detail, that 
reader can comprehend it’s combination to bibliometrics. 

The “normal way” to write articles or documents collaboratively is to have meetings or then, 
to send a document via email to other writers. This process is hard to manage and it might end 
up to many kinds of problems; e.g., different programs that don’t understand the file formats 
or more dramatically, to a situation where no-one knows what is the current version of the 
document. The version control problem can be easily corrected with proper version 
controlling systems, but many other problems are still hard to fix. Especially, what can other 
people do when someone else is working with the document. The process reminds a bit of a 
ballgame, where no-one can do anything without the ball itself! 

The solution to the “ballgame” problem is to let all the users see the current version of the 
document. How then can we be sure, that there is not going to be simultaneous users editing 
the same piece of text at the same time. This problem can be fixed with quite an easy manner, 
do not let the other users to mess with a text some user have been writing. Divide the text into 
small sections, like chapters, and allow all except the author just to read them.  

When the sections are locked, we create a new problem. How does one express her need to 
update or correct a section? Instead of sending an email to the author, she has two options; 
either she can comment the section she disagrees with or then, more efficiently, she can create 
an alternative section of text. The Woven Stories forces the users to contribute their 
knowledge, new ideas and their disagreement with new section of text instead of the brute 
force delete key. 

Now we have a collection of sections, but how do we know their relation to each other. 
Which section is predecessor to which one and so on. First, we make sections to look like 
boxes, or nodes of a concept map and we put them on a story space. Think of a worktable full 
of post it notes, the idea is just the same. Then, we draw links from one section to other 
according to their relationship. Now we actually have created a graph with sections of text as 
nodes and relations as links. Even though we would have lots of sections that override each 
other, or total new ideas within the section the structure of the document is easy to 
understand, you actually can see it with just one look. And when you introduce a new section, 
you need to understand the structure of the document and to think where this new section 
would fit in to. 

Let us still outline the advantages of Woven Stories. First of all, it lets the whole group to 
work with one document safely. The users have the updated document on front of their eyes 
all the time. It facilitates new contributions from users since it does not let the users to edit 
others texts. And furthermore, it forces to think about wholeness of the document instead of 
one piece of text. 

Compared to a typical concept map (Novak & Gowin 1984) that represents a static snapshot 
of a concept domain, a woven story emphasises the dynamic process towards concept 
formation. Moreover, the relations between the nodes indicate a sequence between the 
consecutive paragraphs as represented in the nodes, rather than conceptual relations of the 
concept maps. Because of these two important differences, a woven story is more suitable to 
support the learner through a learning process than a concept map which always represents a 
certain phase of this process. 

The final product of the Woven Stories collaboration can be quite an interesting piece of a 
document. It might have many different starting points and many different ends. Still, all the 
paths actually contain logical and reasonable small documents or stories. The group has gone 
trough an interesting process that has forced them to learn from themselves and from each 
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other. It certainly is a learning tool even though the users might see it only as a tool to assist 
collaborative writing. 

2.3 Bibliometric maps 
When using bibliometrics to evaluate a science field, the results are typically embedded in 
reports containing tables of actors (countries, organizations, authors and the like) ranked by 
their statistics like impact or activity. Since these lists are usually too large to be fully 
included in a report, we have started to publish them on-line, embedded in a simple retrieval 
tool that allows the user to indicate the focus and the way to sort the statistics upon. An 
interested reader might want to take a look at such a facility created for a EC-funded project 
targeted at finding ‘Centres of Excellence’: http://www.cwts.nl/ec-coe 

The science maps both aid the understanding of the structures within the field, as well as 
provide a finer level of detail to these bibliometric statistics by distributing those over the 
elements in the map. This provides nuance which serves both the the user interested in the 
field because of science policy issues, as well as the actor (for example, the scientist active in 
the field) being evaluated and wanting to verify or influence policy:  

• for a research manager, the subfields may provide an indication where to increase or shift 
attention through comparison of the distribution of impact and production;  

• the actor may point to excellent themes which would normally “disappear” as being 
average when compared to the whole field.  

 

Commonly, the maps we create for evaluation projects are built from Noun Phrases (NPs) 
extracted from the titles and abstracts of the papers we collected for evaluation. These NPs are 
clustered based on their co-occurrence in papers and these clusters are given two-dimensional 
coordinates in the map using Multidimensional Scaling. The development of this process is 
accounted in [Noyons, 1999]. Such maps built from words or phrases have the potential to 
grab something of the semantics expressed within the papers. Hence, the structures displayed 
on the map may reveal substructures of semantically related papers within the field and parts 
of the map may correspond to subfields (or at least ‘themes’, [Callon et al., 1986]) within the 

 
Figuur 3 A screenshot of the bibliometric mapping-application. It shows a 
map of ‘Nanotechnology’ and the distribution of impact of the actor 
‘Leiden University’
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science field being depicted. Hence, the maps show the performance of actors on different 
topics in a science field. For example, Figure 3 is part of the result of an evaluation study of in 
the field ‘Nanotechnology’ and shows the distribution of impact of a particular actor in the 
field. It actually shows an application we built around these maps, presented in [Buter and 
Noyons, 2001]. In this map, the area of a circle represents the number of papers associated 
with it and the colouring of the surface visualizes the distribution of the impact of the actor. 
With the aid of this colouring the user can easily infer that especially the papers within the 
cluster labelled “quantum dot” receive a high impact.  

But as indicated in the introduction, the abstract nature of the maps may also hinder the 
interpretation of their contents, especially for the casual user, because it may not be 
immediately clear what the map displays. Then a user may not recognize the structures, i.e. 
the user may not be able to associate the cognitive structures carried by the user with the (sub-
) structures in the map. As a result, the user cannot not tap into the additional advantages a 
map may offer. 

Of course, the mapping application allows the user to retrieve the contents of the clusters, 
like, for example, the NPs used to create the clusters, or titles from papers contained in the 
cluster. But this is usually not enough to create an easy correspondence between the way the 
user views a field and the way the map depicts it. But if we now allow the user to explicate 
those cognitive structures in an additional structure, which may be called a qualitative map, or 
alternatively conceptual structure or mental map. And if we then interactively try to create a 
correspondence between the elements in this structure and the bibliometric one, then we 
would reduce the so-called ‘cognitive load’ on the user since he or she would not have to keep 
both structures (the conceptual structure and the application of it onto the bibliometric map) 
exclusively in mind anymore. 

Once this correspondence creation by way of term expansion is set up, those clusters in the 
bibliometric map that have NPs found in the expansion are automatically marked as ‘selected’ 
on the map. This selection of clusters is then used “as usual” (see [Buter and Noyons, 2001] 
on the usage of these maps) to retrieve evaluative, bibliometric data.  

2.4 Delineation procedure 

2.4.1 Fields and their delineation 
The proposal mentions three different fields. One of those fields, notably 'Chemicals' was 
deemed too general for constructive analysis. Subsequently, the third field 'Allergy and 
asthma' was broken into two fields 'Allergy' and 'Asthma'. The delineation of these fields is 
given in Table 1. 

Field Delineation Size 

Endocrine disrupters ENDOCRINE DISRUPT* 1869 

Asthma  

(ref. [Nederhof 1991]) 

ASTHM* OR BRONCHIT* OR EMPHYSEM* OR COPD OR(CHRON* 
AND OBSTRUCT* AND (LUNG OR PULMON*) AND DISEAS*) OR 
ALLERGIC RHINIT* OR CYSTIC FIBROS* 44035 

Air pollution AIR POLLUT* 6823 

Table 1 Data collection details for the three science fields targeted in the project 
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Note that the delineation was created without the help of experts for “Endocrine disruptors” 
and “Air pollution”, hence the rather naïve delineation. 

2.4.2  Creation of the maps for the chosen fields 
The creation of a bibliometric maps for a given set of papers is an iterative, semi-automatic 
process. It basically consists of the following steps: 

1. NP pruning stage: Select a subset of NPs representing the core-concepts in the set of    
papers 

2. Map creating stage: Create a map with a specific number of clusters: the number of 
clusters is based on a combination of statistics. 

3. Map inspection stage: Inspect and use the created map: inspect the size of the clusters, 
their relative position, etc. 

If at stage 3 the map is deemed not to be a fitting representation of the given set of papers, the 
creation process will restart at stage 1. Commonly, expert input is required to get at a 
reasonable representation that corresponds at least partially with the structures as perceived 
by the expert. Yet, care is taken not to “over fit” the map to the personal perceptions and 
preferences of the field-experts: the maps should remain a more or less 'objective' 
representation of the cognitive structures in the field, as recorded in the titles and abstract of 
the papers delineating that same field. 

NP Pruning 

The NP pruning is done using a web-based interface which is shown in Figure 4. Here, the 
user starts with an automatically created pre-selection of terms. From the selection, the user 
can remove unwanted NPs, or alternatively the user can add new NPs to this selection. An 
overview of the current coverage of the total papers is given (71.9% in the example) to aid the 
user in assessing whether the current selection suffices. For each individual action (which 
may actually be a batch of removals or additions), the result is also shown below the coverage 
(in the example “Nothing changed”, since no action was performed). 
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Map creating stage 

The creation of the maps is done in two substages. Again, a web-based interface is used for 
this stage. After the pruning is done, the analist is given a distribution as shown in Figure ??. 
Using this distribution, the user supplies one or more numbers. Each number will correspond 
to a new map of the field, containing the given number of clusters. The experienced analist 
can easily inspect the usability of a given number of clusters in a map. In doubt, the analist 

Figuur 4 NP selection screen for the NPs in the papers selected for the field “Endocrine Disruptors”. 
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can supply a list or even a range of cluster numbers to test: then, more than one map is created 
for inspection. 

 Map inspection stage 

The inspection of the maps is done by the analyst based on his experience with bibliometric 
maps. For example, a map with a large cluster in the centre of the map is indicative of the use 
of one or more NPs that are too generic and collate too many papers. On the other hand, a 
large number of small clusters in the centre of the map may be indicative for too many 
clusters in the map. An example of such a map was already presented in Figure 3. 

2.5 Combining two types  
The use of a bibliometric map as a tool is, akin to the information retrieval tools mentioned in 
[Henninger & Belkin, 1995] and [Anick & Tipirneni, 1999], part of a problem solving 
process. But its usefulness depends both on a proper understanding of the problem as well as 
the tool given to solve the problem. And especially the latter is currently a problem in the use 
of maps as part of a bibliometric evaluation: the abstract nature of the maps may hinder the 
interpretation of their contents (especially for the casual user) because it may not be 
immediately clear what the map displays. 

We think the additional structuring provided by the qualitative maps may allow for a means to 
improve both the understanding of the problem to be solved, as well as the contents of the 
bibliometric map, since it allows the user to explicate the cognitive structures. And if we then 
interactively try to create a correspondence between the elements in this structure and the 
bibliometric one, then the so-called `cognitive load' on the user reduces since he or she would 
not have to keep both structures (the conceptual structure and the application of it onto the 
bibliometric map) exclusively in mind anymore. As a result we hope that the way of attacking 
the problem using bibliometric data is enhanced and made easier.  

Central in our design and in this paper stands the interactive creation of a correspondence 
between the qualitatively and quantitatively created elements. We do this by expanding terms 
found in the qualitative map, so we quietly assume that nodes in both maps have terms (words 
or phrases) associated with them. In this section we explain, after a short introduction, how 
we envision this expansion, using a simple example to structure our arguments. 

2.5.1 Term expansion 
The use of a textual basis for the description of a knowledge domain brings about flexibility, 
comprehensibility and, in our case, a way of combining the two maps. However, it also 
immediately brings up the well-known vocabulary problem [Furnas, et al., 1987]: the richness 
and variance of natural language makes it improbable that different subjects would describe, 
for instance, a group of related scientific papers using the same terms. 

Nevertheless, recent studies (see for instance [Newby, 2001]]) reason that labels and concepts 
usually show a significant degree of correlation and hence do possess some generic value. We 
take these results to give additional legitimacy to the (interactive) query-expansion used in 
information retrieval to improve the retrieval rate (see [Harnan, 1988], [Xu & Croft, 2000]) 
and adopted here to create paths between nodes in the different maps.  

2.5.2 Expansion example 
To illustrate the correspondence creation, we give an (admittedly simple) example, taken 
from a field not part of this study, namely ‘Nanotechnology’. In this structure we have two 
related terms: nanoparticle and biosensor. Both words appear as NP in papers of this field 
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used in the evaluative study we already mentioned above, as illustrated in Table 2. But they 
are not part of the definition of any cluster. Hence, they have to be expanded. 
NP Number of papers 

nanoparticle 567 

biosensor 1265 

Table 2 Number of papers  in the field of "Nanotechnology" for two terms. 

An easy way of expanding a term is to look up (in the database used by the mapping 
application) the papers containing the term () and then look for in these papers that do appear 
in the cluster definitions. The result of this expansion is shown Table 3: the 10 most frequent 
expansion terms of are listed together with the clusters they appear in. The names of the 
clusters are given in Table 4. These names may give additional clues to what the papers in a 
cluster are about, which may help to interpret the expansion. 

 
Expansion Cluster n 

nanoparticle 

metal nanoparticles 1 13 

silver nanoparticles 1 12 

aqueous solution 5 14 

particle size 5 60 

size distribution 5 14 

thin film 9 12 

atomic force microscopy 17 12 

transmission electron 
microscopy 

18 48 

x-ray diffraction 18 22 

room temperature 20 25 

biosensor 

electrode surface 1 56 

amperometric biosensor 2 85 

glucose biosensor 2 36 

electrochemical biosensor 2 26 

glucose oxidase 2 122 

hydrogen peroxide 2 117 

horseradish peroxidase 2 53 

glassy carbon electrode 2 29 

modified electrode 2 35 

surface plasmon resonance 2 37 

Table 3 Expansions of nanoparticle and biosensor into terms used to built the clusters in the second 
column, and the number of papers n associated with this expansion. 
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Cluster Name n 

1 electronic structure 19762 

2 nanomolar concentration 9562 

5 particle size 9262 

9 thin film 5330 

11 electrical property 11703 

17 atomic force microscopy 11505 

18 transmission electron 
microscopy 

19340 

20 room temperature 5993 

Table 4 Names of the clusters referred to in Table 2 with number of papers n. 

 

From the table we can infer that nanoparticle is a rather general term, with its extensions 
scattered all over the map. But biosensor is a much more specific term, with its extensions 
limited to only 2 clusters. This should tell a user that the latter expansion is nicely localized to 
a specific place on the bibliometric map, whereas the first one is not and probably needs 
further refinement. 

2.6 Interface design 
We have taken the problem as being akin to what in the Information Retrieval is known as 
query expansion with relevance feedback. And since we have interfaces (visualisations) of 
both the quantitative and the qualitative maps, we need “only” to implement a visualisation of 
the query expansion. 

The qualitative maps used are based on the ‘woven stories’ (WS) software created and 
deployed by the University of Joensuu, Finland. The quantitative maps are the bibliometric 
mapping software created and deployed by the CWTS, Leiden University, the Netherlands. 
The development of both the WS-software and the BM-software were done outside the scope 
of this project and can thus be taken as a given in the design. 

A single programmer was deployed to create the correspondence between the WS and BM 
software. This programmer is a contribution of the University of Joensuu, since it requires a 
knowledge of the WS-software in order to create an interface to it. The implementation design 
is a cooperative effort with the CWTS, with the latter providing the lead designer. 
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The design envisions a structure laid out in Figure 1. The left hand side shows the 
contribution of the University of Joensuu, whereas the right hand side shows the CWTS 
contribution. 

The depiction of Figure 1 shows the following parts: 

1. Woven Stories application;  

2. Bibliometric Mapping application;  

3. interface to the WS application;  

4. correspondence creation and visualization;  

5. term expansion;  

6. visualization of the bibliometric quantities.  

Below we will sketch the functionality of the different parts. 

Woven Stories and Bibliometric Mapping applications 
 As mentioned above, the WS and BM applications (below, just WS and BM) are developed outside the 
scope of the project and can be treated as given. Both applications are designed with client-server 
structure. Both are Internet applications—what means (more concretely) that their communication is 
done using the TCP/IP protocol. 
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Interface to the WS application 

 The interface to the WS contains the functionality to access the individual stories in a 
WS. This retrieval is done through the server of the WS.  
These stories are then fed into a term-extractor which will extract terms from the WS. 
These term are possibly weighted and unified. 

Correspondence creation and its visualization 

Most of the efforts are to be put in this central part of the design. It also is designed with a 
client-server structure for different reasons. 

• There is a lot of communication between the different parts needed to create expansion 
trees. This communication is done using the TCP/IP protocol. Since a lot of computers are 
currently behind firewalls which only allow communication through a limited range of 
ports, we need to centralize the communication so we can route it through one of these 
‘open’ ports, behind which the server part of the design listens for connections.  

• Implementing just the functionality needed to display trees helps the abstraction which 
is needed in robust software design.  

• Extensive computational efforts may be executed on the server, therefor lowering the 
requirements of the computational abilities of machines running the clients.  

• Future functionality extensions like cooperative clients are easily added. 

• Hence, the client incorporates the functionality to communicate with the server to:  

• retrieve a laid-out tree structure;  

• display this;  

• let the user enable, disable, expand or collapse nodes in this tree;  

• communicate the changes back to the server.  

The server communicates with the WS interface and the term expander and lays out the tree 
to sent to the client. 

Term expansion 

 The expansion of a term may use different algorithms and data sources. It will return 
a list of terms, which are the expansion of the given term. 
It is most likely that in a tree of expansions an expanded term is itself somewhere in 
its own expansion tree given as an expansion. This functionality is not part of the term 
expansion, but the server must guard for these situations. 

Visualization of the bibliometric quantities 

 The visualization of the bibliometric quantities is mostly done by selecting nodes in a 
BM, and then displaying the quantities on these selected nodes. More complex 
visualization may be required though if we want to incorporate the weights of the 
correspondences in the visualization as well. 

2.7 User study design 
In this experiment we ask users to create a concept map before they look at the bibliometric 
data. In the concept map, the user describes what he thinks is important (research question, 
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area's for collaboration, etc.). In a later stage we connect the concepts from this concept map 
to bibliometric data. Now the user looks at the bibliometric data within his own personal 
concept map. 

Because of this process we expect: 

• Better focus because data will only be accessible from within the concept map. The 
concept map contains what that person considers to be important. Data that lie outside the 
concept map are not visible and therefore cannot distract. This will take away the 
disadvantage of exploratory behaviour. 

• Better understanding of the categories. The categories are created by the user, including 
the names of the categories. This process ensures that the person understands what is 
meant by each category 

2.7.1 The user scenario's in which bibliometric maps are applied 
In order to find out whether concept maps are improving the usage of bibliometric maps, we 
need to know and understand in which situations bibliometric data are used. Without this 
understanding there is no way we can tell whether the bibliometric maps are used better. 
“Better” depends on the usage of the bibliometric map. We do this by employing “user 
scenario's”. 

User scenario’s are the standard to describe any situation in which something (product, data, 
etc.) is used (ISO/TR 18529, 2000). User scenario’s describe: 

• the user,  

• the goal of the user,  

• the task the user engages to reach his goal, 

• the conditions in which the user tries to perform the task 

• the criteria that determine whether an end-result is a success or not 

Bibliometric data are used by decision makers and by scientists. 

Decision makers use bibliometric data to investigate the expertise of an institute. Decision 
makers want to know the expertise of an institute when the decision maker: 

• wants to (re)organize the instances researching or teaching certain research areas. These 
decision makers are part of the government. These decision makers can change the 
budgets for organizations 

• decides whether or not to grant (and fund) a research request. In this situation the decision 
maker may want to know whether the institute performs better than others within this 
research area 

• looks for institutes to perform certain research 

• wants to fund only excellent research in order to keep a competitive edge. In this 
situation, the decision maker looks for so-called Centers of Excellence. 

A scientist uses bibliometric data to: 

• show his expertise. A scientist may want to show his expertise when the scientist: 

• files a research proposal 

• requests or defends his funding 

• find other scientists or institutes to collaborate with. This can happen when the scientist: 
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• wants to request certain research. Collaboration is appreciated in research requests. 
Therefore a research request that contains collaboration has a higher chance of being 
approved 

• looks for people to perform parts of the research the scientist himself cannot perform 

In these scenario's, data are used in a different way. In each scenario the user first creates a 
certain focus before looking at the data. This focus is similar to a query. Using this focus, the 
user looks at the data.  

 
Scenario Focus Data 

Prove the expertise of the user’s 
institute 

User’s institute • Performance indicators 
(number of publications, 
number of citations) 

• Research areas 

Compare a research institute to 
other research institutes 

 

• Research area  

• Research institute the user 
is interested in 

• Performance indicators 

• Other research institutes 

Look for expertise Research area • Performance indicators 

• Research institutes (or 
scientists) 

Look for Centers of Excellence Performance indicators (that 
indicate “Excellence”) 

• Research area's 

• Research institutes 
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2.7.2 Summary of the experiment 
Finding users in the world of endocrine disruptors was cumbersome. Senior researchers and 
decision makers have an overbooked agenda. Junior researchers have less fame and are 
therefore harder to find. Moreover, junior researcher may lack the experience and field 
helicopter view needed for this task. 

All in all, we found only one researcher and no decision maker. There is a reason why 
decision makers can not be found. Below are our findings.  

The setup of the experiment is as follows: 

• a user (a scientist in endocrine disruption since about 3 years) was found 

• The user knew about concept mapping because of an explanation about a year ago. Our 
user has not used concept mapping since. 

• We asked our user to define a goal. Without a goal it is impossible to see whether the data 
are fulfilling a purpose or not. 

• We gave a short explanation of the interface for browsing bibliometric data 

• We asked the participant to make conclusions from the bibliometric maps. The 
conclusions should be relevant for the purpose of the participant 

• During the browsing we observed the participant thinking out loud. We only intervened 
when it was not sure what the participant was thinking or trying to do 

• When finished using the bibliometric maps we asked the participant to create a concept 
map of the purpose and things that are relevant for that purpose. 

• At a later stage we will have the concept map created earlier, but now publication data are 
added.  

For this experiment our participant used the IHMC Cmaptools (http://cmap.ihmc.us/). We 
selected the tool based on the following criteria: 

1 Strong visual component, allowing a lot of formatting 

2 No unnecessary limitations for creating concept maps (for example, a hierarchy in the 
concept map is not mandatory) 

3 Expandable, in principle indefinitely 

4 Possible to link maps to other maps 

5 Possible to link maps to other resources (pictures, webpages, etc.) 

6 Easy to use 

7 Robust 

Both Conzilla and IHMC Cmaptools scored high on these criteria. IHMC CMaptools is a little 
bit more intuitive and also the visualization appears to be more expressive. Both software 
tools are free. See Appendix A for a more extensive discussion of the tool selection process. 
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3 Results 

3.1 The Correspondence Interface 
The Correspondence Interface (CI) was, as said, divided into a client and a server part. Here, 
we will mostly concentrate on the client. 

The user interface of the CI client is designed to be simple; Figure ?? presents a screenshot 
that has been modified by adding arrows with text pointing certain areas of the user interface. 
The intention of this screenshot is to show the main components of the user interface.  

 

 

Since the client more or less connects the different parts, several arguments are required by 
the client: 

1. the CI server URL; 

2. the Bibliometric Maps client's URL. 

3. the target project. 

Figuur 5A screenshot of Correspondence Client with main components marked 
Menu bar

Tool bar

Tree container area

Rendered term tree forest

Popup menu
for a nodeStatus bar

Zooming tools

Tree container
enlarging toolsBM applying 

tool

Tree forest  
refreshing tool
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4. the target field within the project. 

If the correct parameters are given, the user login screen like the one in Figure ?? is shown to 
user. User login is done using. At the moment authentication is based on Woven Stories 
authentication system. This means that user must supply his/her Woven Stories login 
information to Correspondence Client. After login information has been supplied and Ok-

button clicked, authentication process will return either valid or invalid ID number. If an 
invalid ID is returned, user is given a login error message. If the returned ID is valid, 
Correspondence Client continues its start-up process by registering to server and requesting a 
tree forest import from Woven Stories. Clicking Cancel-button on login dialog exits the client 
as it cannot run without user authentication.  

 
Figuur 6 A screenshot of Correspondence Client login screen 
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Assuming that the user has logged in to Woven Stories with the same user name and 
password, and selected some document there, Correspondence Client presents a list of 
imported terms to user. These terms are extracted from the story chosen by user in Woven 
Stories. Image 2.3 illustrates the state of the Correspondence Client after a successful login.  

The Term Selection dialog provides the user with several tools assisting selection: 

• 'Select all' selects all items on the list; 

• 'Select none' sets all items on the list unselected.  

• 'Invert selection' inverts current selections by setting all unselected items selected and all 
selected items unselected.  

• 'Undo' resets the selections to their original state.  

After choosing the user has a selection of root terms for further manipulation. 

3.1.1 Tree Manipulation 
The user can manipulate the expansion trees by expanding or collapsing nodes. A popup 
menu of an expanded and enabled node is shown in Figure ??. Notice that 'Enable' and 
'Expand selected' popup items are disabled as this node is already expanded and enabled. 

Disabling a node 

Disabling a node also disables its descendants. When a node is disabled, it cannot be targeted 
with any actions, save 'Enable'. It will not be affected by 'Apply to BM' or 'Apply selected to 
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BM' actions either. After 'Disable' is chosen the color of the target node is changed. This is 
done in order to help user to distinguish enabled and disabled nodes from each other. 

 

Enabling a node 

A term node is enabled by default. After disabling it however, a node can be re-enabled which 
also enables all its descendants. The menu item for this action is available only if the target 
node is disabled. After enabling a node more actions can be targeted on it. Enabling will also 
change the color of the node. 

Expanding a term node 

When expanding a node, the user is presented an expansion list dialog which is similar to the 
dialog window on Figure ??. Unselecting an item from the term list will mark the node 
corresponding to the term collapsed. If a node has collapsed expansions a '+' sign appears next 
to the node. Collapsed nodes are not rendered on the tree container area. If the target node is a 
leaf node, a new list of expansions is retrieved and all items from this list are pre-selected. 
The user may then unselect unwanted expansions. The number of retrieved expansions can be 
changed from Settings > Preferences. If the target node is an inner node, only those items that 
were visible (not collapsed) prior to 'Expand/Collapse' action are selected. When the user 
clicks the Ok-button on the expansion list dialog the tree forest is rendered on the screen 
according to the new structure of the tree model. The Cancel-button discards changes and 
returns control to main window. The Expand selected' popup menu item is available for nodes 
having all their children collapsed. This action can be considered as undo for 'Collapse all'. 
When a node is targeted with the 'Expand selected' action, all its descendants that were 
uncollapsed before 'Collapse all' action are set again to uncollapsed. That is, all descendant 
nodes that were previously selected from the expansion list dialog are set to uncollapsed.  

Collapsing a term node 

The 'Collapse all' popup menu item is available for nodes having visible expansions (that is, 
not collapsed). By targeting this action to a node all its descendant nodes are set collapsed and 
the tree forest is rendered without the collapsed nodes. If the target node did not have 
collapsed children before 'Collapse all' action, a '+' sign will appear next to node's label 
stating that the node has collapsed children.  

3.1.2 2.4 Selecting and Scrolling 
User interface of Correspondence Client is highly mouse-oriented. This section of the 
document describes how selecting and scrolling is performed.  

 

 
Figuur 8 A popup menu for an expanded and 
enabled term node 
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Selecting a node is fairly easy task – just click the target node. When a node is selected its 
border color and size change. In order to select multiple nodes at the same time, ctrl-key must 
be pressed down while clicking the nodes. Right-click can also be used in multi-selection to 
select nodes (normally right-click triggers popup-menu). If you accidentally select a wrong 
node while performing multi-selection, you can reverse the selection by holding the ctrl-key 
down and click the accidentally selected node. Multi-selection can be used when applying 
selected terms to Bibliometric Maps software (see Image 2.5 illustrates multi-selection in 
progress. If a normally selected node (that is, selected without ctrl-key) has an identical node 
or nodes among all the visible nodes, those identical nodes are marked with blue border 
colour. Existence of identical nodes is presented in image 2.6.  

Each rendered node has tool-tip text that appears when mouse pointer is held on the node for 
a short moment. This text includes node's name and two figures – number of collapsed 
children and total number of children. 

 

 

 
Figuur 9 A term tree forest having identical nodes to the selected one marked 
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3.1.3 Importing and Updating From the Woven Stories application 
Sometimes the user may want to import a fresh tree forest from Woven Stories and discard 
the current tree forest data. On the other hand the user may also want to keep the existing tree 
forest and merely update its contents from the current story on Woven Stories. For these 
situations Correspondence Client provides tools under the WS -menu bar item.  

The WS import tool performs the same operation that is performed when user logins 
successfully and a new term tree forest is imported from Woven Stories. When importing a 
new term tree forest the existing tree forest data is lost. When performing this operation make 
sure that you have logged in with the same user name and password both in Woven Stories 
and Correspondence Client. Furthermore, ensure that you have opened a document on Woven 
Stories. Otherwise import operation will fail. As a result of this operation user is presented a 
root term selection dialog. All items from the term list are pre-selected and the user may 
change selections to suit his purposes. After accepting selections by clicking the Ok-button, a 
new tree forest is rendered on the tree container area. 

The WS update tool updates the current tree forest structure with the data acquired from the 
current Woven Stories document. In fact, this operation is much like WS import. The only 
differences are that the existing tree forest data is not discarded and when a root term 
selection dialog is presented, visible terms of existing tree forest are pre-selected. The WS 
update tool can also be used to add/remove root terms to/from the tree forest even though 
there has been no changes in the Woven Stories document.  

3.1.4 Applying Terms to the Bibliometric Maps Software 
Applying terms to Bibliometric Maps (BM) software assumes that appropriate BM software 
is running and its URL was given to CorrespondenceClient as a start-up argument. There are 
two ways to apply terms to BM. One may either apply all enabled and visible terms (Apply to 
BM) or all enabled and visible terms that are selected (Apply selected to BM). Multi-selection 
of terms can be done by holding ctrl-key down while selecting nodes. Applying actions can 

 
Figuur 10 A term tree forest having multiple nodes selected 
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be triggered under 'BM' menu item on the menu bar. 'Apply to BM' action has also a shortcut 

on the tool bar. 

 

When the user applies terms to BM software not only the terms are sent, but also project and 
field information that were supplied to the CI client. Figure ?? shows an example of applying 
a number of terms to the BM client for the QLK4 project and the field “Endocrine 
Disruptors”. The user can choose how to visualize the spread of the occurrence of the terms in 
the papers in the science field. Essentially, this is a visualization of the tables shown above for 
the “biosensor” and “nanobridge” expansion example. 

Showing the result as pie-charts will allow the user to get an overview of how the occurrence 
of a term relates to the occurrence of other terms. Figure ?? shows the term “estrogen 
receptor” dominating the results completely. 

Showing the result as a spread on the map, allows for a more term-specific assessment, since 
the user can show both the spread of the occurrence of all terms as well as the spread of the 
occurrence of single terms.  Figure ?? illustrates the latter for the term “xenochemical”. This 
particular term is shown to occur only in a single cluster. 
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3.2 Findings concerning the usability of bibliometric maps 

3.2.1 Introduction 
When trying to find decision makers to participate in our experiment, we came to the 
surprising conclusion that bibliometric maps (or data) are not used by decision makers. 
Decision makers rely on the expertise of referees to draw conclusions. We suppose that 
decision makers consider in-depth knowledge necessary for the usage of bibliometric data. In 
Appendix B one can find a detailed report of our observations.  
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3.2.2 Cluster assessment 
In our observation we noticed that the participant found the clusters clear. Right from the 
start, the user knew what was meant by each of the clusters. The user also criticized the 
clusters because the user thought the clusters could be better. However, out of the eighteen 
clusters, sixteen of the clusters were relevant in the field of endocrine disruptors.  

Our participant divided the research after endocrine disruptors into the following dimensions: 

• Chemical substance that is causing the abnormal reaction 

• Biota, the species on which the effect of endocrine disruptors is measured 

• The hormone function that was disrupted 

• The biomarkers that allow the scientist to measure the amounts of hormones 

Of these four dimensions, three were present in the clusters that were generated automatically. 
Again, this is confirming that automatically created clusters are highly relevant.  

However: 

• The research after biomarkers was missing entirely.  

• Some of the biota were missing (invertebrates),  

• Some of the chemical substances were missing,  

• The hormone functions were too detailed (e.g. “estrogen activity” and “estrogen 
receptors”) or too general (e.g. “steroids”) 

The participant doubted the validity of the data (number of publications) and how these 
publications were mapped into the various clusters. The participant could not find some of the 
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scientists that did publish at various occasions. The participant disagreed with various 
mappings of these publications to the data. See appendix B for details. 

Because the participant doubted the data so much, the participant could not even start to make 
any conclusions from the data.  

After the participant had browsed the bibliometric maps, the participant created a concept 
map (included in Appendix C). The participant got acquainted to concept mapping about a 
year ago and never used it since.  

The participant had no problems whatsoever creating the concept map. The participant 
decided that the goal (the purpose) needs to be at the centre. The participant showed hardly 
any hesitation when deciding what was relevant for this goal. The concept map hardly 
changed after it was created. Only two nodes (at the bottom) were added after the participant 
checked the map shortly.  

This lead to the assumption that experts have little problems showing “what is relevant”, by 
creating a concept map. 

3.2.3 Creative aspect 
The creative aspect was well observable when the participant created the node “Neomysis 
integer”. This is the species the participant is researching at this moment. This triggered a 
whole new set of nodes. The newly introduced nodes are relevant for the research the 
participant is performing now while the previously created nodes were describing the entire 
field of endocrine disruptors.  

3.2.4 Conclusions 
We can conclude that the current bibliometric maps are still below a level where a scientist 
can use the data all by himself. The scientist still needs an expert to:  

• create a correct domain of publications that represent a research area 

• adjust the clustering of the noun phrases 

Also we saw how easy it was for the scientist to explain to us what is relevant, using a 
concept map. In our research an IT specialist used this concept map as the input to create an 
improved view on the data. In the future we expect we can automatically use the input of the 
scientist to create bibliometric maps, without the intervention of this IT expert. This research 
allows us to assume that concept mapping will overcome the problems for both: 

• creating a domain of publications and  

• creating clusters from these publications 

Further research is necessary to sustain this. 
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4 Conclusions 
Below we sum the results per modality of the complex project. The general 
conclusion is that we managed to create a useful tool to explore and adjust the 
bibliometric mapping results in view of the user-need to do so. However within the 
limited time this project ran, we were not able to deal with all shortcomings we 
encountered in this initial period of development. It is to be recommended that these 
shortcomings are being dealt with in the near future in order to be able to assess the 
actual strength of this novel approach. 

4.1 The Correspondence Interface 
Due to the time and HR limits of this project we were not able to develop the CI in full detail. 
However, for within the time-span of less than 2 months, the CI application has already been 
developed to something usable. There is a seamless connection between WS interface and 
bibliometric mapping results. Of course, it and its connection to the Bibliometric Mapping 
application need further fine-tuning for real use, but as a prototype it works sufficiently well.  

4.2 Theoretic guidelines for improving the usability of bibliometric 
maps 

Although the existing bibliometric maps are very extensive in taking different views and 
providing both overviews and details, an orientation towards scenarios is still lacking. Much 
research proves that scenario based interfaces provide a better usability (Rosson et al. 2001) 

Roughly, bibliometric maps should support 4 scenarios: 

• Provide an overview of the achievements of an institute or researcher 

• Compare a research institute or scientist to other institutes or scientists given a 
research area 

• Find Centers of Excellence. This scenario may vary on how the user defines 
“excellent” 

• Find expertise. (for collaboration or for performing certain research) 

In principle the design of the bibliometric map should support the entire user scenario without 
(Nielsen 2002): 

• scrolling  

• opening and closing windows 

• flipping pages 

 

Three of the four scenarios require a comparison. For these scenarios the interface should 
support the comparison of the focal object (institute or scientist) to at least one other object. 

The findings in this research indicate that concept mapping may overcome  

• the inadequacy of the current Noun Phrase Clusters and  

• the delineation of the domain.  

The Noun Phrase Clusters are perfect for creating a mapping between the concept map and 
the data. In this research we saw that the Noun Phrase Clusters are highly relevant for our 
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target audience. However the current Noun Phrase Clusters are inadequate to support the user 
scenario’s as they are performed today. 

This research allows us to assume that concept mapping will overcome the problems for both: 

• creating a domain of publications that is correct and  

• creating usable clusters from these publications 

4.3 Final words 
This projects has been under extreme time-pressure, yet was able to construct a profound 
basis for the application of qualitative mapping techniques in the quantitative analysis of 
science. While the produced software was just prototyping the required functionality, it has 
already reached a usable and robust level of maturity. While maybe not yet usable in a 
commercial setting, it is definitely usable in the academic and research setting the software 
was originally intended for. 

The research has been very fruitful in the creation of a productive collaboration between 
different disciplines, in different dimensions. We can note:  

• the practical dimension of the University of Joensuu; 

• the cognitive psychology dimension supplied by the University Twente; 

• and the bibliometric dimension of the CWTS of the Leiden University. 

These three dimensions have all attributed heavily to the successful completion of an 
ambitious endeavor.  

Fore and foremost this project has re-initialized the collaboration between the information 
visualization community and the bibliometric one. If we manage to keep this momentum 
going, the bibliometric community will likely be enriched by more advanced visualization 
tools. And with the definitive accent put on the user-case studies in this project, we can 
contribute to the on-going discussion on how to implement the use of visualization techniques 
as common tool of the analyst.  
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Overview 

Correspondence Interface is a correspondence creation tool between Woven Stories document 
and a Bibliometric Map. This document describes functions of Correspondence Interface 
from user's point of view. Target audience is users of Correspondence Client and 
administrators of Correspondence Server. User's guide is divided in two main sections – client 
guide and server guide. Client guide is larger from these two and it intends to help a novice 
user to get familiar with Correspondence Client and its functions. Server guide merely 
provides start-up instructions of Correspondence Server. For more information concerning 
Correspondence Interface please consult the technical documentation. 

As this guide is being written, the development process of Correspondence Interface has not 
reached its final state yet. User tests have not been made and many To-Dos still exist. 
Needless to say, new bugs and missing features may still turn up.  

Correspondence Client Guide  

Although Correspondence Client is not very complicated application, some usage guidance is 
useful in order to guarantee proper use of the system. This section of the document is divided 
by different functions of the software proceeding logically from start-up instructions to exit 
routines.  

User interface of the Correspondence Client is designed to be simple. Image 2.2 presents a 
screenshot that has been modified by adding arrows with text pointing certain areas of the 
user interface. Intention of this screenshot is to show the main components of the user 
interface.  
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Image 2.1: A screenshot of Correspondence Client with main components marked 

 

2.1 Client Start-Up 

There are a few requirements that must be met to run Correspondence Client. Java Runtime 
Environment must be installed. Software has been tested to work with version 1.4.2, but 1.3.x 
should work as well. Furthermore, a classpath to external libraries should be set. These 
libraries are located under lib directory in Correspondence Client installation directory. 
Computer running the client must also have a network connection to Correspondence Server 
and Bibliometric Maps software. If these are running on remote machines (not localhost), 
Local Area Network or Internet connection is required.  

Correspondence Client is launched by starting its main class 
fi.joensuu.tlaine.client.CorrespondenceClient from console. Several arguments are required 
by the client (in this exact order):  

• Correspondence Server URL. 

• Bibliometric Maps software URL. 
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• Target project for Bibliometric Maps software. 

• Target field for Bibliometric Maps software. 

Below is presented an example of Correspondence Client start-up. It is assumed that the client 
classes are located in /tlaine/correspondence/build -directory and required libraries are added 
to classpath. '>' is an indicator where user input starts and it should not be typed when starting 
the client.  

           > cd /tlaine/correspondence/build 

       > java fi.joensuu.tlaine.client.CorrespondenceClient http://localhost:9991   

 http://localhost:9981 qlk4 endo 

As we break up the long start-up command we can see that the Correspondence Server is 
actually located on the same machine where CorrespondenceClient is ran (localhost). Also 
Bibliometric Maps software is located on localhost. Naturally both of these could be external 
URLs as well. Last two arguments state that the target project name is 'qlk3' and the target 
field is 'endo'.  

If everything goes right and the correct parameters are given, a screen like the one in image 

2.2 is shown to user. Login procedure is explained in the next section.  

 

Image 2.2: A screenshot of Correspondence Client login screen 
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Problems with Correspondence Client start-up can occur if arguments are not correct or 
Correspondence Server is not running. Furthermore, Correspondence Server must have a 
functional connection established to Woven Stories server, but that is up to the administrator 
of the server.  

2.2 User Login 

User login is done using User login dialog window that appears to user after 
CorrespondenceClient has been successfully launched. There are two fields - login and 
password. This information is sent to Correspondence Server which authenticates the user. At 
the moment authentication is based on Woven Stories authentication system. This means that 
user must supply his/her Woven Stories login information to Correspondence Client. After 
login information has been supplied and Ok-button clicked, authentication process will return 
either valid or invalid ID number. If an invalid ID is returned, user is given a login error 
message. If the returned ID is valid, Correspondence Client continues its start-up process by 
registering to server and requesting a tree forest import from Woven Stories. Clicking Cancel-
button on login dialog exits the client as it cannot run without user authentication.  

Assuming that user has logged in to Woven Stories with the same user name and password, 
and selected some document there, Correspondence Client presents a list of imported terms to 
user. These terms are extracted from the story chosen by user in Woven Stories. Image 2.3 
illustrates the state of the Correspondence Client after a successful login.  

 

 

Image 2.3: A screenshot of Correspondence Client login screen 
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Term selection dialog provides user with several tools assisting selection. 'Select all' selects 
all items on the list. 'Select none' sets all items on the list unselected. 'Invert selection' inverts 
current selections by setting all unselected items selected and all selected items unselected. 
'Undo' resets the selections to their original state. After choosing root terms to be rendered 
user is presented a one-level tree forest rendered on the screen. From this point on it is up to 
user how he wants to proceed. Most likely user wants to manipulate the tree forest using 
popup menu of the nodes. 

 

2.3 Tree Forest Manipulation Using Popup Menu 

After a tree forest is rendered on the tree container area, user may target tree manipulation 
actions to any visible node using a popup menu. Which actions are available for a node 
depends on the state of the node. For instance a node that has not been expanded yet cannot 
be collapsed and therefore the 'Collapse all' popup menu item is disabled.  Popup menu 
appears when user right-clicks a visible node. A popup menu of an expanded and enabled 
node is viewed as image 2.4. Notice that 'Enable' and 'Expand selected' popup items are 
disabled as they cannot be performed to this node. 

 

 

Image 2.4: A screenshot of a popup menu having some items disabled 

 

'Disable' popup menu item sets the target node and its descendants disabled. When a node is 
disabled, it cannot be targeted with any actions, save 'Enable'. It will not be affected by 'Apply 
to BM' or 'Apply selected to BM' actions either. After 'Disable' is chosen the color of the 
target node is changed. This is done in order to help user to distinguish enabled and disabled 
nodes from each other. 

'Enable' popup menu item sets the target node and its descendants enabled. This menu item is 
available only if the target node is disabled. After enabling a node more actions can be 
targeted on it. Enabling will also change the color of the node. 

'Expand/Collapse' popup menu item is available for two types of enabled nodes – a node that 
has NOT been expanded yet (leaf node) or a node that has already been expanded (inner 
node). After choosing this action user is presented an expansion list dialog which is similar to 
the dialog window on image 2.3. Unselecting an item from the term list will mark the node 
corresponding to the term collapsed. If a node has collapsed expansions a '+' sign appears next 
to the node. Collapsed nodes are not rendered on the tree container area.  If the target node is 
a leaf node, new list of expansions is retrieved and all items from this list are pre-selected. 
User may then unselect unwanted expansions. Number of retrieved expansions can be 
changed from Settings > Preferences. If the target node is an inner node, only those items that 
were visible (not collapsed) prior to 'Expand/Collapse' action are selected. When user clicks 
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Ok-button on the expansion list dialog the tree forest is rendered on the screen according to 
the new structure of the tree model. Cancel-button discards changes and returns control to 
main window.  

'Collapse all' popup menu item is available for nodes having visible expansions (that is, not 
collapsed). By targeting this action to a node all its descendant nodes are set collapsed and the 
tree forest is rendered without the collapsed nodes. If the target node did not have collapsed 
children before 'Collapse all' action, a '+' sign will appear next to node's label stating that the 
node has collapsed children.  

'Expand selected' popup menu item is available for nodes having all their children collapsed. 
This action can be considered as undo for 'Collapse all'. When a node is targeted with 'Expand 
selected' action, all its descendants that were uncollapsed before 'Collapse all' action are set 
again uncollapsed. That is, all descendant nodes that were previously selected from the 
expansion list dialog are set uncollapsed.  

2.4 Selecting and Scrolling 

User interface of Correspondence Client is highly mouse-oriented. This section of the 
document describes how selecting and scrolling is performed.  

Selecting a node is fairly easy task – just click the target node. When a node is selected its 
border color and size change. In order to select multiple nodes at the same time, ctrl-key must 
be pressed down while clicking the nodes. Right-click can also be used in multi-selection to 
select nodes (normally right-click triggers popup-menu). If you accidentally select a wrong 
node while performing multi-selection, you can reverse the selection by holding the ctrl-key 
down and click the accidentally selected node. Multi-selection can be used when applying 
selected terms to Bibliometric Maps software (see Image 2.5 illustrates multi-selection in 
progress. If a normally selected node (that is, selected without ctrl-key) has an identical node 
or nodes among all the visible nodes, those identical nodes are marked with blue border 
colour. Existence of identical nodes is presented in image 2.6.  

Each rendered node has tool-tip text that appears when mouse pointer is held on the node for 
a short moment. This text includes node's name and two figures – number of collapsed 
children and total number of children. 
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Image 2.5: A term tree forest having multiple nodes selected 
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Image 2.6: A term tree forest having identical nodes to the selected one marked 

 

User interface of Correspondence Client provides several methods for scrolling the tree 
container area. The most common way of scrolling is to move the scroll bars manually to 
desired direction either by clicking the arrows at the end of scroll bars or by dragging the 
slider on the scroll bars. User may perform scrolling also by using mouse wheel. By default 
vertical scroll bar is affected when mouse wheel is moved within the tree container area. 
Scrolling horizontal scroll bar with mouse wheel can be done by moving the mouse wheel 
while mouse pointer is on the horizontal scroll bar. Third method of scrolling is so-called 
scrolling-by-dragging method. User can perform scrolling-by-dragging by pressing the mouse 
button down while mouse pointer is on the tree container area and then dragging the mouse 
around the area. If mouse is dragged outside the tree container area, scrolling will become 
faster.  

 

2.5 Importing and Updating From Woven Stories 

Sometimes user may want to import a fresh tree forest from Woven Stories and discard the 
current tree forest data. On the other hand user may also want to keep the existing tree forest 
and merely update its contents from the current story on Woven Stories. For these situations 
Correspondence Client provides tools under WS -menu bar item.  

WS import tool performs the same operation that is performed when user logins successfully 
and a new term tree forest is imported from Woven Stories. When importing a new term tree 
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forest existing tree forest data is lost. When performing this operation make sure that you 
have logged in with the same user name and password both in Woven Stories and 
Correspondence Client. Furthermore, ensure that you have opened a document on Woven 
Stories. Otherwise import operation will fail. As a result of this operation user is presented a 
root term selection dialog. All items from the term list are pre-selected and user may change 
selections to suit his purposes. After accepting selections by clicking Ok-button, a new tree 
forest is rendered on the tree container area. 

WS update tool updates the current tree forest structure with the data acquired from the 
current Woven Stories document. In fact, this operation is much like WS import. The only 
differences are that the existing tree forest data is not discarded and when a root term 
selection dialog is presented, visible terms of existing tree forest are pre-selected. WS update 
tool can also be used to add/remove root terms to the tree forest even though there has been 
no changes in Woven Stories document.  

2.6 Applying Terms to Bibliometric Maps Software 

Applying terms to Bibliometric Maps (BM) software assumes that appropriate BM software 
is running and its URL was given to CorrespondenceClient as a start-up argument. There are 
two ways to apply terms to BM. One may either apply all enabled and visible terms (Apply to 
BM) or all enabled and visible terms that are selected (Apply selected to BM). Multi-selection 
of terms can be done by holding ctrl-key down while selecting nodes. Applying actions can 
be triggered under 'BM' menu item on the menu bar. 'Apply to BM' action has also a shortcut 
on the tool bar. 

When user applies terms to BM software not only the terms are sent, but also project and field 
information that were supplied as command-line arguments upon CorrespondenceClient start-
up. As a result BM software will show a bibliometric map presenting supplied terms.  

2.7 Saving and Opening a File 

After working on a tree forest structure for a while, user may want to save it in order to 
continue working with it later. For this need Correspondence Client has a storage system for 
local files implemented. Storage system supports opening and saving a tree forest in XML 
format. Action triggers for opening and saving a file can be accessed under 'File' menu item 
on the menu bar.  

Saving a tree forest into XML file can be done only when a tree forest exist. Furthermore, if 
user attempts to save the tree forest using an existing file name, user is presented an overwrite 
confirmation dialog. There are no restrictions for file name and extension, but it is 
recommended to use safe characters in file name and .xml-extension. A saved file can be 
opened later using File > Open action.  

Opening a tree forest from an XML file can be done any time after user has logged in 
successfully. However, if current tree forest has unsaved changes, user is asked to confirm 
discarding of the current tree forest. Opening procedure performs validation to a file that user 
attempts to open and if the file does not pass the validation, user is notified and he is asked to 
choose a file having appropriate XML structure. If validation is passed successfully, supplied 
file is opened as a tree forest and rendered on the tree container area. 

2.8 Importing and Exporting to Database 

Local file storage serves well most of the users who wants to save their work in order to 
retrieve it later. However, sometimes it is useful to be able to save data on the server so it can 
be accessed from another location. Correspondence Client has database importing and 
exporting features implemented. Target database is located on Correspondence Server. 
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Database recognizes users by their ID number. In current implementation single user can have 
only one tree forest saved on the database simultaneously, so please be careful when 
exporting a tree forest to database. Database import and export can be accessed under 'DB' 
menu item on the menu bar. 

Importing data from database is quite straight-forwarded operation on the client-side. Either 
there is data in the database or there is not. In latter case an error message is presented. If data 
exists, it is returned to the client and a tree forest is rendered accordingly.  

Export operation is effective only when a tree forest exists locally on the client. If this is the 
case, current tree forest data is sent to Correspondence Server which in turn saves it to 
database. After exporting the data it can be retrieved using import operation. Export operation 
overwrites all data that exists in the database for current user so make sure you know there is 
nothing valuable.  

2.9 Tool Bar Buttons 

Correspondence Client has a tool bar area located below the menu bar. Tool bar contains 
several action buttons that can be used for multiple purposes. Those purposes are explained in 
this section. Buttons from left to right are presented on the following table. 

 

Table 2.1: Tool bar items described 

Button Description 

 

Fetches a fresh tree forest data from the server when 
available. After Correspondence Server has 
automatically retrieved a fresh tree forest, it is kept in 
a tree forest cache on the server until client retrieves it 
using this button.  

 

Shortcut for menu bar item BM > Apply to BM. 
Applies all enabled and visible (that is, not collapsed) 
terms to Bibliometric Maps software. 

 

Enlarges tree container horizontally. This is useful 
when tree forest grows over the boundaries of the tree 
container. 

 

Enlarges tree container vertically. This is useful when 
tree forest grows over the boundaries of the tree 
container. 

 

Zooms in the tree. To get a closer view of the tree, 
press this button. 

 

Zooms out the tree. To get more distant view of the 
tree, press this button. 
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2.10 Settings 

Settings menu on the menu bar provides user with tools to adjust some attributes of the 
Correspondence Client and a term tree forest. Current implementation of Settings menu has 
only a 'Preferences' item included.  

Preferences menu item opens a preferences dialog for the user. This dialog window contains 
controls for the following properties: 

• Tree orientation – orientation of the tree forest, either horizontal or vertical. 

• Expansion limit – a number of expansions returned when expanding a leaf node. 

User can change these values as wished and save changes by clicking Save-button. If user 
changes the tree orientation value, the orientation of the tree forest is switched immediately 
after clicking the Save-button. User can see the effect of new expansion limit value when the 
next expansion of a leaf node is requested. Cancel button discards all changes and exits the 
dialog. Image 2.7 shows the visual structure of a preferences dialog.  

 

Image 2.7: Preferences dialog 

2.11 Exiting Client 

Client can be exited either by closing the window or choosing File > Exit from the menu bar. 
Both actions will send an unregistration request to the Correspondence Server. After 
unregistration is completed main window of the client is closed and control is returned to 
console where the client was launched. If a client exits abnormally (e.g. user kills the 
process), it will take a while for the server to clean up the client's data. During this time (a few 
minutes) user cannot login with the same user name.  

Correspondence Server Guide 

Correspondence Server does not provide any run-time controls. Once the server has been 
launched, it runs independently until stopped by ending the process. Therefore this part of the 
User's Guide is not large and it merely provides start-up instructions for the server. Target 
audience is administrators who wish to know how to start Correspondence Server.  

 

3.1 Server Start-Up 

There are a few requirements that must be met to run Correspondence Server. First of all, 
Java Runtime Environment must be installed. Software has been tested to work with version 
1.4.2, but 1.3.x should work as well. Furthermore, machine running Correspondence Server 
must have Internet connection so Correspondence Clients can connect to the server. Local 
Area Network is also fine, if all clients are running inside it. Correspondence Server must also 
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have access to the URLs provided as command-line parameters. Make sure that Woven 
Stories server, NP extraction server and term expansion server are up and running before 
running Correspondence Server and firewall is not blocking the way. 

Correspondence Server is launched by running its main class CorrespondenceServer. Several 
command-line arguments are required (in this exact order):  

• Port number for the new Correspondence Server. 

• Woven Stories server URL. 

• Noun Phrase extraction server URL. 

• Term expansion server URL. 

• Database recreate flag, values 1 or 0. If 1, database is recreated. If 0, the server 
attempts to open an existing database. 

Below is presented an example of server start-up. It is assumed that the Correspondence 
Server classes are located in /tlaine/correspondence/build -directory and required libraries are 
added to classpath. '>' is an indicator where user input starts and it should not be typed when 
starting the server.  

 > cd /tlaine/correspondence/build 

 > java fi.joensuu.tlaine.server.CorrespondenceServer 9991    
 http://localhost:5555 http://infinite.fsw.leidenuniv.nl:9322    
 http://infinite.fsw.leidenuniv.nl:9321 0 

As we break up the long start-up command we can notice that the port number for the new 
server is set to 9991 and the Woven Stories server is actually located on the same machine 
where CorrespondenceServer is ran (localhost). Furthermore both NP extraction server and 
term expansion server are located on the infinite.fsw.leidenuniv.nl machine.  

3.2 Exiting Server 

Server can be exited by ending the process.  
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1. Overview 

/DP/ This project is a subproject for “Monitoring Environment and Health R&D in 
Relation to Socio-Economic Problems; New Approach to impact assessment” project 
that is administered in the Leiden University (The Netherlands) by the Centre for 
Science and Technology Studies (www.cwts.nl) /DP/.  Goal of the project is to 
develop correspondence creation software between BM software (software of CWTS) 
and Woven Stories (software of University of Joensuu) as well as to enable 
communication between these applications.  
As a result of the project Correspondence Interface software has been created. This 
document describes technical implementation of the software. For greater details, 
please consult the javadoc documentation of the Correspondence Interface classes.  

2. References  

This document has a certain reference technique which will be covered here. 

2.1 Reference Mechanism 
External reference is represented as /XX, a.b.c/ where XX is a letter code for 
referenced document and a.b.c is optional section number. Referenced documents and 
their letter codes are presented in section 2.2. Internal reference is represented as a.b.c 
where a.b.c is (sub)section number of this document. 

2.2 Referenced Documents 
/DDT/ Drawing Dynamic Trees. Sven Moen, Brown University. July 1990. 

/BM/ Using Bibliometric Maps to Visualise Term Distribution in Scientific Papers. 
R.K.Buter, CWTS. January 16, 2003. 
/DP/ Definition for the Leiden project. Jussi Nuutinen, University of Joensuu. March 
2004.  
/WS/ Woven Stories Documentation (http://cs.joensuu.fi/~ws2/docs/). Petri Gerdt.  
/PCDSES/ Problem and Content Development to Support Evaluation of Science. J. 
Nuutinen, et al. 2004.  

3. Term Definitions 

This chapter gives brief definitions of special terms used in this project. Reader is 
assumed to be familiar with Java and IT in general.  
 
Story (document) 
Story is a Woven Stories document containing a title, sections and edges (relations 
between sections).  
 
Section  
Section has a title and content. It can be considered as a chapter or a subsection of a 
document. Sections belong to a story (document) in Woven Stories.  
 
Edge  
Edge is a relationship between nodes in a term tree. 
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Bibliometric Map 
/BM/A bibliometric map is a scaled, two-dimensional representation of a clustering of 
attributes of scientific papers. Bibliometric Maps are used in BM software. /BM/  
 
Woven Stories 
Woven Stories is a multi-user story creation environment. A story (or a document) 
consists of sections and edges (relations) between sections. The key idea of Woven 
Stories is to enable several authors to work on a same story. Woven Stories 
application and the concept behind it are described in the Woven Stories 
documentation /WS/.  
 
Bibliometric Maps software (iBeX) 
Client-server software that works as a tool for creating Bibliometric Maps from 
statistical data.  
 
BM software 
See Bibliometric Maps software. 
 
Correspondence Interface  
Correspondence Interface is a software component that takes place between Woven 
Stories and Bibliometric Maps software to enable communication and data 
extraction/conversion. It is based on server-client architecture. 
 
Correspondence Server 
Server part of Correspondence Interface software.  
 
CorrespondenceServer  
Main class of the server part of Correspondence Interface.  
 
Correspondence Client 
Client part of Correspondence Interface component.  
 
CorrespondenceClient 
Main class of the client part of Correspondence Interface. 
 
Term 
A string including at least one word. A term can be also thought as a keyword. Terms 
are extracted from a Woven Stories document to build a term tree in Correspondence 
Interface 
 
Term tree 
A tree structure based on terms extracted from Woven Stories story and then 
expanded. Term tree consists of nodes (term data) and edges (relations between 
terms). 
 
Term Expansion 
Procedure to expand a term (parent) into a list of related terms (children).  
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XML-RPC 
Method invocation protocol used to call a method over the Internet. XML-language is 
used to wrap the message data.  
 
Java 
Object-oriented programming language that supports platform-independent software. 
 
MVC architecture 
Model-View-Controller architecture is an object-oriented design paradigm that 
separates the data (model), representation of the data (view) and control of the data 
(controller). In Java applications view and controller are usually bound together.  
 
Leaf node 
A node in a term tree that has no expansion nodes (children). Expanding a leaf node 
requires a call to the server while expanding a non-leaf node (e.g. already expanded 
node) can be done locally on the client.  
 
GUI 
Graphical user interface. 
 

4. General System Description 

Correspondence Interface is a software component that is acting between Woven 
Stories and BM software enabling communication and data extraction/conversion. It 
is a tool to create correspondence between a Woven Stories document and a 
Bibliometric Map. The main idea of Correspondence Interface is to create a term tree 
forest based on the terms extracted from a Woven Stories document. This tree forest 
can be then manipulated and eventually applied into BM software. 
Correspondence Interface has a client-server architecture where communication 
between clients and the server is based on XML-RPC protocol. Programming 
language is Java and software is designed to be modular.  
Correspondence Server (later server) is responsible of communicating with Woven 
Stories and BM software, as well as of providing the client with the latest tree forest 
data. Server also handles tree forest creation, expansion, node disabling/enabling and 
any other tree editing functions, including for instance calculating layout (relative 
locations of the nodes) of the tree forest. Server is able to handle many simultaneous 
client connections and therefore clients are distinguished with a specific ID.  
Correspondence Client's (later client) role is to provide user with a visualisation of a 
term tree forest constructed by the server, as well as some basic functions to 
manipulate the trees. These manipulation functions include term 
expansion/collapsing, term disabling/enabling, tree forest refreshing and changing 
orientation of the tree forest. Another main task of the client in addition to tree forest 
visualization is to apply terms on a tree forest to Bibliometric Maps software. 
Furthermore, client enables tree forest storage system that consists of local XML file 
storage and database storage. Storage system is useful when user wants to save his 
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work in order to continue working with it later. Graphical user interface of the client 
is implemented using SWING-library. 

5. Technical System Description 

In this chapter technical details of the software are described. Chapter begins with a 
use case illustrating basic use of the system. After that operations of the software are 
described in detail from technical point of view. There are a few diagrams attached as 
appendices to illustrate operation of the system. These diagrams do not give a precise 
picture of technical operation of the system, but they provide a good overview of how 
things are done beneath the surface.  

5.1 Use Case 
/PCDSES/ The operation of Correspondence Interface is described with the following 
use case. Author John has just finished writing a story with Woven Stories and wants 
to create a correspondence between his story and Bibliometric maps. For this he 
launches the Correspondence Interface which first extracts terms from his story. 
Extracted terms are then expanded, in order to convey the semantic interpretation of 
an individual extracted term, and a forest of trees is constructed and visualized on the 
screen. John applies term trees into Bibliometric Maps software and he is presented a 
corresponding Bibliometric map. Applying these extracted and expanded terms to 
Bibliometric Maps results in a map with certain areas coloured. These areas 
correspond to the ideas that John had represented in his original Woven Story.  John 
decides to disable some nodes from the term trees and apply changes into 
Bibliometric maps. As result he will be shown a map corresponding to the enabled 
nodes of the trees. John may then alter the story on Woven Stories using the 
information he has learned from Bibliometric maps and refresh the correspondence to 
match the modified story. After working with correspondence creation for a while, 
John decides to save current term tree forest so he can return to it later.  /PCDSES/ 

5.2 Operations of Correspondence Interface 
Here are described operations of Correspondence Interface in detail. Operations are 
divided into two main groups – server and client operations. Both of these groups are 
divided further to operational entities. Java classes used in operations are mentioned. 
Graphical diagrams in the appendix section of this document help the reader to 
comprehend functioning and the class structure of Correspondence Interface.  

5.2.1 Server Operations 
Server acts as a communication bridge between a client and Woven Stories. One of 
the main tasks of the server is to provide user with a tree forest structure based on a 
story fetched from Woven Stories. A Woven Story is not applicable for tree forest 
creation by default and therefore it must be processed further. This tree construction 
process includes term extraction and expansion, as well as tree layout calculation. In 
addition to importing a story (tree forest) from Woven Stories, the server provides a 
few other operations for the clients. All server-side operations are described in the 
following sub-sections and corresponding Java classes are mentioned where used. 
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Main class of the server is CorrespondenceServer and start-up parameters for it are (in 
this exact order): 

• Port number for the new server, 
• URL of Woven Stories server, 
• URL of Noun Phrase extraction server, 
• URL of term expansion server and 
• Database recreation flag. If '1', database will be recreated. If 0, existing 

database is opened, if possible.  
 

5.2.1.1 Tracing Clients 
Server keeps track on connected clients using specific ClientState class to hold 
information of each registered client. Clients must register themselves to the server in 
order to run. Registration process generates an instance of ClientState class on the 
server which is kept updated during the lifetime of client's session. This class contains 
information of the client including, but not limited to current XML tree forest and 
client's session information. Session information is merely a date object which is 
updated every time client has any connection with the server. Based on this 
information the server seeks for zombie clients on specific intervals and removes 
them if found. Zombie is a client whose session object on the server is older than 
allowed session silence of a client set on the server. Client may become a zombie 
when it exits abnormally (e.g. without unregistration). See appendix 1 for a sequence 
diagram of client login and registration.  
 

5.2.1.2 Story Retrieval 
Upon a story retrieval request Correspondence Server's StoryGetter class uses 
WSCommunication class to establish connection to Woven Stories server. 
WSCommunication class is much like client's CommUnit class – it takes care of 
XML-RPC communication between XML-RPC server (Woven Stories server) and 
XML-RPC client (Correspondence Server). URL of Woven Stories server is supplied 
to CorrespondenceServer as a command line argument. When WSCommunication 
receives a story retrieval request it calls Woven Stories server's retrieveStory() 
method using ID of the client (who originally initiated the retrieval request) as 
argument. Woven Stories server returns a story that user with a given ID is editing at 
that moment, or an empty string if a story is not found. 
Story is a String object and it can contain for example a title, abstract and contents of 
the story separated with appropriate separator strings. Eventually WSCommuncation 
passes Woven Stories server's response back to StoryGetter, which in turn returns the 
story back to Correspondence Server. Diagram 5.x provides a simplified illustration 
of story retrieval operation. 
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CorrespondenceServer StoryGetter WSCommunication

WSServer

Request story/
return story

Request story/

return story

Request story/

return story

 
 

Diagram 5.x: Retrieving a story from Woven Stories server 
 
Story retrieval is used by two client-triggered operations – the 'WS import' and the 
'WS update'. Appendix 2 presents a sequence diagram of importing data from Woven 
Stories. Story retrieval is also included in this diagram. Appendix 11 shows classes 
required by tree retrieval and term expansion. Due to the fact that 'WS update' 
operation is quite similar to 'WS import' operation, sequence diagram of 'WS update' 
are left out intentionally.  

5.2.1.3 Term Extraction 
Terms are extracted from a story by TermGetter class. This class produces a vector of 
Term objects from a given story. Term class is a storage class for a term and term-
related properties. In addition to a term itself Term class includes weight property.  
Term extraction is based on Noun Phrase extraction algorithm located on extraction 
server. URL of extraction server is supplied to CorrespondenceServer as a command 
line argument. Noun Phrase extraction algorithm extracts Noun Phrases from a given 
string. It is also possible to attach stop word termination to term extraction process. 
This feature is not in use at the moment. Returned list is parsed into Term objects. A 
vector of Term objects is constructed and returned to CorrespondenceServer who 
invoked term extraction process.  
Term extraction is used by two client-triggered operations – the 'WS import' and the 
'WS update'. Appendix 2 presents a sequence diagram of importing data from Woven 
Stories. Term extraction is also included in this diagram. Due to the fact that 'WS 
update' operation is quite similar to 'WS import' operation, sequence diagrams of 'WS 
update' are left out intentionally.  

5.2.1.4 Term Tree Forest Construction  
When terms are extracted from a story, tree forest construction begins. Each extracted 
term is a root term of a tree in the tree forest to be constructed. Root terms are not 
expanded automatically during the tree forest construction, but this is left to user. 
After term extraction is completed tree forest construction proceeds with creation of 
nodes corresponding to extracted terms. Although a forest of trees is being 
constructed, technically only one tree is built. This tree has an invisible, virtual root 
(VirtualNode) that merely ties all the root term nodes together to ease management. 
Each descendant node of the virtual root is an instance of TermNode. When all root 
terms are transformed into TermNode objects, layout of the tree forest is calculated 
using LayoutFactory class. See 5.2.3 for more information of the term tree structure 
and 5.2.1.6 for description of the tree layout algorithm. Finally, the tree forest 
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structure is parsed into XML string and returned back to the client who requested the 
'Import from WS' operation.  
Tree forest construction is much similar in case of 'WS update' operation. The only 
difference is that the new terms are attached to an existing tree forest structure instead 
of creating a new tree forest from the scratch as done in 'WS import'. 

5.2.1.5 Term Expansion  
When a story is imported from Woven Stories ('WS import' or 'WS update' requests 
from a client) and a term tree forest is constructed/updated based on it, the root terms 
of the forest are not expanded by default. However, user can target term expansion 
operation on any enabled and visible (e.g. not collapsed) node of the tree forest. If 
expansion operation is targeted to a leaf node (that is, a node that has not been 
expanded yet), expansion request is sent to the server. However, if expansion 
operation is targeted to an expanded node, expansion is done locally on the client. 
Here are explained the actions taken by the server upon leaf node expansion request. 
CorrespondenceServer uses an instance of TermExpander class to manage term 
expansion process. This process is based on an expansion algorithm which is 
implemented on a separate server (expansion server) and therefore TermExpander 
makes an XML-RPC method call to expansion server to expand a term. URL of 
expansion server is supplied to the CorrespondenceServer as a command line 
argument. Arguments required by the expansion method are target term and 
expansion limit. Expansion limit is a user-definable integer telling expansion server 
how many expansions should be returned. Expansion server returns a list of terms that 
are some expansion of the given term. This list is used to construct children nodes for 
the original target node. When expansion nodes are constructed and attached to the 
parent node (target node), the server returns an updated tree to the client after parsing 
it to XML format.  
 
Appendix 11 presents a class diagram of tree retrieval and term expansion.  

5.2.1.6 Tree Layout Calculation 
After trees are constructed and joined with a virtual root, tree layout is calculated 
using a specific algorithm implemented in LayoutFactory class. For each node this 
class calculates relative location based on node's size and spacing between the nodes. 
Node's size is calculated upon creation of a node and it is based on a FontMetrics 
object of the Font used by the client when the nodes are rendered. Spacing is defined 
by two values – parent distance and node border. By default these values are retrieved 
in CorrespondenceConstants interface (see  5.2.2.16). Parent distance represents the 
space between a parent node and its children. Node border is a node-based variable 
representing the border space around the node. Space between two sibling nodes is 
formed by adding node borders of the nodes. 
While the server calculates relative positions of the nodes, it is client's duty to 
calculate the absolute positions of the nodes upon tree rendering. LayoutFactory class 
is used for calculating absolute positions on the client-side. 
Algorithm for tree layout is based on Sven Moen's article Drawing Dynamic Trees 
/DDT/ where Moen presents an effective solution for drawing a tree with dynamic 
node sizes. Original algorithm is changed so that it supports DefaultNode class (used 
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in tree construction, see 4.2.3) and multiple orientations of the tree (vertical and 
horizontal). Algorithm has two main methods: 

• The layout() method lays out a tree forest by calculating relative locations of 
the nodes. 

• The setXY() method does the calculation of absolute node locations based on 
the previously calculated relative locations and absolute location of the tree 
root, which must be set before calling this method. Correspondence Client 
calls this method when rendering a tree forest. 

In Correspondence Interface tree layout algorithm skips all collapsed nodes. This 
skipping is actually done in DefaultNode class when a getter method for child or 
sibling of the node is called. Should this not be the way of implementation, collapsed 
nodes would also be taken into calculations and this would lead into a situation where 
collapsed nodes would take visual space from the tree while not being rendered. This 
would result to empty gaps in the visualisation of the tree. 

5.2.1.7 XML Parser 
After tree forest is constructed it is parsed into XML string using a static method of 
XmlParser class. This parser class can also parse an XML string into a tree forest 
structure having VirtualNode as root. Due to fact that a tree forest can be parsed into 
XML, saving it into a database or a file is easy. XmlParser returns either an XML 
String or VirtualNode object, depending on the invoked parsing method. XmlParser 
includes also a method for validation of a given string. Client also utilizes XML 
parser class (see 5.2.2.5). 

5.2.1.8 Database Storage 
Server has a class called CorrespondenceDBServer to manage storage and retrieval of 
a tree forest data into/from the database upon a request from client. This is useful for 
instance when client is running on a public computer and user wants to store the tree 
forest data remotely in order to use it later. Database import and export operations are 
described graphically as sequence diagrams found in appendices 4 and 5.  
Database consists of a table having fields corresponding to some attributes of 
ClientState class. In this way client's data can be stored in the database and kept there 
until user logins again and requests import from the database. Database is 
implemented using HyperSonicSQL which is written completely in Java. Table 5.x 
describes columns of the CLIENTSTATE database table.   
 

Table 5.x: Structure of CLIENTSTATE database table 
Column name+ data type Description 

CLIENT_ID INTEGER ID of the client. This value is used to identify clients and to 
search appropriate row from the table.  

XMLTREE VARCHAR Client's latest XML tree as string. This string stores all 
properties of the tree forest structure and it is produced by 
XmlParser from VirtualNode object and its children. 
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Column name+ data type Description 

TREECONTAINER_FONT_NAME 
VARCHAR 

Tree container's font name. This value is used to recreate the 
font used by the client in rendering of the tree forest. Font 
properties are used to calculate sizes of the nodes.  

TREECONTAINER_FONT_STYLE 
INTEGER 

Tree container's font style. This value is used to recreate the 
font used by the client in rendering of the tree forest. Font 
properties are used to calculate sizes of the nodes. 

TREECONTAINER_FONT_SIZE INTEGER Tree container's font size. This value is used to recreate the 
font used by the client in rendering of the tree forest. Font 
properties are used to calculate sizes of the nodes. 

 

5.2.1.9 Tree Forest Orientation 
When client requests change of orientation for the tree forest, the server rearranges 
client's tree forest properly and sends the result back to the client. Rearrangement is 
done using LayoutFactory class which is also used to calculate layout of a tree forest 
whenever tree forest needs rearrangement. Supported orientations are vertical (top-
down) and horizontal (left-right).  

5.2.2 Client Operations 
When client receives a tree forest structure from the server it creates a visual 
representation (e.g. renders) of the nodes and draws them on the screen, including 
relations (edges) between the nodes. Client provides user with the tools to modify the 
rendered tree. Client is also able to send requests to BM software to apply terms to the 
BM. Client implements data storage and retrieval functions such as saving current tree 
forest as an XML file and opening it later. This chapter describes all these and other 
operations of the Correspondence Client in detail. 
Main class of the client is CorrespondenceClient and start-up parameters for it are (in 
this exact order): 

• URL of the Correspondence Server, 
• URL of the Bibliometric Maps software 
• Target project in BM software 
• Target field in BM software 

Consult to User’s Guide for further usage information.  

5.2.2.1 User login and registration 
Correspondence Client provides a login procedure in order to let the server to 
distinguish clients from each other. In current version of Correspondence Interface 
authentication is be based on Woven Stories authentication system. This is rather 
useful solution because in order to retrieve a story from Woven Stories, 
Correspondence Server must provide information of the user whose story is to be 
retrieved. When Woven Stories client and Correspondence Client uses same 
authentication system both instances will use the same ID for the user and therefore 
communication between Woven Stories and Correspondence Interface does not 
require any separate authentication. Practically login procedure is done in a way that 
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Correspondence Client sends login information to Correspondence Server which 
passes it to UserAuthenticator class. UserAuthenticator calls Woven Stories server's 
user authentication method which authenticates the user and returns a corresponding 
ID. Received ID is used later for all communication between Correspondence Client 
and Correspondence Server, including tree forest retrieval, for instance. If user 
authentication fails, invalid ID is returned and user must retry login. Diagram 5.x 
illustrates the user login procedure. 
 

 

CorrespondenceClient UserAuthenticator Woven Stories serverCorrespondenceServer

Authentication request - 
user name and password

supplied
Authentication request 

using XML-RPC

Send back user's ID or 
invalid ID (login failure)

Pass ID to the client

User name and password

ID

 
 

Diagram 5.x: Correspondence Interface login procedure 
 

After client has performed a successful login and received a valid user ID, it will send 
a registration request to the server. Registration procedure is described in 5.2.1.1. A 
sequence diagram of login and registration can be found in appendix 1.  

5.2.2.2 Communication Unit 
Connection between Correspondence Client and Correspondence Server is handled by 
a client-side communication unit class (CommUnit). Upon construction of this class 
an XML-RPC connection to the server is established. Communication unit provides 
methods for all communication between a client and the server including client 
registration and unregistration, tree retrieval, server polling and more. Diagram 5.x 
illustrates the operation of Correspondence Client's communication unit. 
 

CommUnit CorrespondenceServerCorrespondenceClient 
or TermActor

Request a function call
from the server

Pass response back to caller

Pass request to the server
by XML-RPC

              Response from server  
 

Diagram 5.x: Operation of Communication Unit in Correspondence Interface 
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Communication between CommUnit class and Correspondence Server, as well as 
other communication between Correspondence Interface and external components are 
visualized in appendix 9. 

5.2.2.3 Import from Woven Stories 
One of the most important tasks of Correspondence Client is to retrieve a tree forest 
and visualize it on the screen using rendering mechanism. Retrieving a tree forest is 
done by sending a request call to Correspondence Server via communication unit 
(CommUnit). While it is server's duty to fetch the data from Woven Stories and build 
a term tree forest based on it, client's responsibility is to provide a visualisation of the 
retrieved tree forest. After receiving an XML tree from the server as a result of import 
request, client parses the XML data into a term tree structure (see XmlParser in 
5.2.2.5) and asks user which root terms are to be used in visualization. This term 
selection query is done by using ExpansionListDialog class, which shows user a 
dialog window with a list of terms. Terms that are selected from the list will be visible 
on the visualisation of the term tree. Unselected terms will be set collapsed and they 
will not therefore be visualised. After user has done selections layout of the tree forest 
is calculated (request to the server) and the tree forest is rendered on the screen. If 
user requests importing from WS while a tree forest exists on the client, all existing 
data will be lost as importing will create a new tree forest from the scratch.  

5.2.2.4 Update from Woven Stories 
After tree forest has been successfully imported from Woven Stories, user can request 
updating of the tree forest from Woven Stories. This operation does not remove the 
existing tree forest unlike importing from Woven Stories does. This is useful if user 
has selected additional sections in Woven Stories and wants to add the terms from 
new sections to the current tree forest without losing existing tree elements. Updated 
terms are added as new root terms to the forest.  
Updating operation is much like import operation and it also requires a server call. 
After receiving an updated tree from the server, client utilizes an instance of 
ExpansionListDialog class to show the user a dialog window with a list of root terms. 
Those root terms that were already visualized before update operation are pre-selected 
from the list. After user has finished doing changes to selections the tree forest is 
rendered on the screen with possible new root terms.  

5.2.2.5 XML Parser 
Client uses the same XML parser class as the server (XmlParser). When client 
receives an XML tree it is parsed into a tree forest structure which is then rendered on 
the screen. When changes are made to the tree and it has to be updated to server, 
XML parser class is used to parse the modified tree forest structure into XML tree so 
it can be passed to the server via XML-RPC. In addition to parsing functions, client 
also utilizes XML parser's validation method when user attempts to open a file, for 
instance.  

5.2.2.6 Tree Rendering 
Correspondence Client uses TreeRenderer class that creates visual representation of 
the tree forest structure and implements node control mechanism. Only uncollapsed 
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nodes are rendered into specific graphical components. Edges (relations) between the 
nodes are rendered as well. Disabled, enabled and selected nodes are rendered 
differently than nodes having normal state. Before rendering a tree forest 
TreeRenderer calculates absolute locations for the tree nodes using LayoutFactory 
class. Rendered components are then placed into a TreeContainer object using 
previously calculated node locations. Nodes and edges have separated renderer 
classes. This design enables implementation of custom renderers.  
In addition to creating graphical components renderer also creates control mechanism 
for the trees enabling tree manipulation actions such as expanding/collapsing and 
disabling/enabling a node. User can access these actions using a popup menu that is 
attached to each visualised node. Popup menu is implemented as inner class 
PopupAppMenu and each action triggered by a popup menu is passed to TermActor 
class (see 5.2.2.7).  
 
Classes used in rendering tree components are described below. 
 

• TreeRenderer 
•  Initiates rendering and adds control mechanism to nodes for tree 

manipulation. This class uses NodeRenderer and EdgeRenderer to 
perform tree component rendering. TermActor class is used to 
provide tree manipulation operations on the nodes. 

• Control mechanism (listeners) is implemented as inner classes 
within TreeRenderer. 

• NodeRenderer 
• Renders a given TermNode into a graphical component using 

TLabel class.  
• EdgeRenderer 

• Renders an edge between two given nodes into Line graphical 
component. Edge contains also some relation data.  
 

 
Rendering mechanism enables multi-selection of nodes. It can also paint nodes having 
similar label to the selected one differently so user can spot them easily. An 
illustration in diagram 5.x shows the operation of TreeRenderer class and its 
connections to related classes. 
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TreeRenderer NodeRenderer

EdgeRenderer

TermActor

CorrespondenceClient

Request edge rendering /
Return Line graphical component

  Request node rendering / 

Return TLabel
graphical component

Request tree rendering /

Return TreeContainer
including rendered tree

Call tree manipulation
method on action event

 
 

Diagram 5.x: Operation of TreeRenderer 
 
 
TLabel is a Swing component that is used to provide a graphical representation for a 
TermNode. An instance of TLabel class includes a reference to the corresponding 
TermNode. This way the corresponding TermNode can be accessed easily when 
targeting manipulation actions on the TLabel component. TLabel class is double-
buffered by default and it is able to automatically set its background colour depending 
on its disabled state. Line class provides a graphical representation of a relation 
between a parent node and a child node. As nodes are represented by TLabel objects, 
a Line component is placed between two TLabels. In addition to drawing a simple 
line between two points, Line component can also present overlap information of the 
relationship. Both TLabel and Line utilizes colour, font and other values declared by 
CorrespondenceConstants interface.  
See appendix 3 for a sequence diagram of rendering operation and appendix 10 for the 
classes required by the operation. 

5.2.2.7 Term actor 
While TreeRenderer class adds control mechanism to rendered trees, TermActor class 
provides tree manipulation methods that are called by the node event listeners. These 
methods perform term disabling, enabling, expansion and collapsing. Furthermore, 
TermActor has a method to update changed tree forest data to storage locations (local 
ClientData object and ClientState object on the server). For server connection 
TermActor uses CommUnit class. Not all operations require server connection 
though. For instance, disabling and enabling a node are performed locally on the 
client. Below are presented the tree manipulation actions as they appear in popup 
menus (generated by TreeRenderer) on each visualised node followed by subsections 
explaining them. 
 

• Disable – sets corresponding node disabled. 
• Enable – sets corresponding node enabled. 
• Expand/Collapse – Expands or collapses corresponding node fully or 
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partly.  
• Collapse all – Collapses corresponding node fully. 
• Expand selected – Undoes 'Collapse all'.  

 
All actions excluding disable and enable send a request to the server to recalculate the 
layout of the tree forest according to the new structure.  
 
Disable and Enable 
Disabling and enabling a node are opposite operations to each other. Impacted nodes 
are the target node and all its descendant nodes. When a node is disabled it cannot be 
manipulated any other way than enabling, and it cannot be applied to BM either. In 
TermActor disabling and enabling a node is implemented in one method. This method 
takes an extra boolean parameter which indicates whether the target node is to be 
disabled or enabled. After method is executed control is returned back to 
TreeRenderer and the tree is repainted, but not re-rendered. A snippet of code inside 
TLabel (visualisation class for a TermNode) makes sure that when the label is 
painted, it is painted either as disabled or as enabled. Default colours for disabled and 
enabled nodes are acquired from CorrespondenceConstants interface.  
 
Expand/Collapse 
This action generates an expansion list dialog presenting all expansions of the target 
term. User can select/deselect any terms he wishes. Selected terms end up on the 
screen as rendered tree nodes. Unselected terms will be marked collapsed and they 
will not be rendered on the screen. This is a very useful action, as it gives user total 
control of which nodes to collapse and which to expand. 
 
There are two methods in TermActor for this action: 

• expandTerm(int) 
• expandCollapsedTerm(int, VirtualNode) 

 
First one is called by TreeRenderer when user targets expand/collapse action on a 
node that has not been expanded yet (leaf node). If this is the case, a call to the server 
is made via CommUnit in order to receive expansions for a given node. Term 
expansion on server-side is described in 5.2.1.5. Server returns an update XML tree, 
which is then parsed into tree forest structure. Expanded terms are not presented to the 
user immediately, but an expansion list dialog containing a list of these terms is 
presented. After user has finished selecting terms, tree layout is recalculated (request 
to the server) and all corresponding nodes of the selected terms (and their children) 
are rendered and painted on the screen.  
Second method is called by TreeRenderer when user targets expand/collapse action 
on a node that is already expanded. This method does not send a request to the server 
but simply presents an expansion list dialog to the user. Nodes that are not collapsed 
are pre-selected on this list, and user may perform unselecting and selecting as 
wished. As a result the target node will have possibly a modified set of visible (not 
collapsed) expansions (children).  
When an expansion term is selected from expansion list dialog, it is marked as 
'selected from list' (selectedFromList flag). This feature is used in Expand selected -
action. 
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Collapse All 
Any non-leaf node can be targeted with this action that collapses whole sub-tree of the 
target node. By doing this, user may temporarily hide part of the tree in order go get a 
better view over the remaining nodes. Collapsing is implemented as a method that 
simply marks nodes below the target node collapsed and disabled. After this layout of 
the tree forest is recalculated in order to squeeze out the space taken by the collapsed 
nodes. When this is done, the tree forest is rendered on the screen without previously 
collapsed sub-tree. 
 
Expand Selected 
This action attempts to be the opposite to Collapse all, or at least it tries to undo what 
Collapse all has done. After user has targeted a Collapse all -action to a node, he can 
use Expand selected action on the same node to restore the sub-tree into the state 
where it was before collapsing. When Expand selected action is performed, the 
corresponding TermActor method (expandSelectedTerms()) is called. This method 
iterates through the sub-tree and removes collapsed flag from all the nodes having 
selectedFromList boolean flag true. This flag is set true/false when a node is 
selected/unselected from expansion list upon Expand/Collapse action. This way all 
the nodes that were visible (selected from the list) before Collapse all action will be 
rendered visible again.  

5.2.2.8 Applying Terms to BM 
Client has also capability to apply selected or all terms to Bibliometric Maps software. 
This is done simply by sending the terms to BM which will then present a 
Bibliometric map with some areas marked. These marked areas correspond the 
provided terms. In addition to target terms BM software is provided with information 
concerning target project and field. Sending terms and other information to BM 
software is done via BMCommunication class. URL to Bibliometric Software, as well 
as project and field information are provided as command line arguments to 
CorrespondenceClient on start-up.  

5.2.2.9 Tree Container and Scrolling-By-Dragging 
TreeContainer class acts as a container for a rendered term tree forest. This class is extended 
from JPanel class and some custom functionality is added to make it more suitable for serving 
the purpose. One custom feature of this container is scrolling-by-dragging implementation. 
This feature enables user to adjust scroll bars around the tree container by simply dragging the 
mouse on TreeContainer while button is pressed down. Currently there are two different 
implementations of scrolling-by-dragging that complements each other. First implementation 
is activated when user scrolls on the TreeContainer component. This is considered the 
primary implementation. Second implementation is an extension to the first one and it is 
activated when user drags the mouse outside the tree container area. This action causes 
scrolling to progress faster allowing user to scroll large distances easily. 

5.2.2.10 Zooming 
Zooming is based on a zoom factor variable saved as a VirtualNode (tree root) 
property. When user zooms in or out zoom factor variable of the tree forest is 
increased or decreased, respectively. After this the current tree forest with modified 
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zoom factor is parsed into XML tree and sent to the server via CommUnit for further 
processing. CorrespondenceServer has a zoomTree() method for processing zooming. 
This method simply iterates through the tree calculating new sizes of the nodes. In 
calculation the server uses tree's zoom factor. In addition to node sizes the server also 
recalculates spacing between parents and their children, as well as spacing between 
siblings (node border). Then virtual root of the tree is sent to the LayoutFactory's 
layout()-method which calculates new layout for the tree forest according to new node 
sizes and spaces between the nodes. Finally virtual root is parsed into XML tree and 
returned to the client. Client renders the tree forest according to new node sizes and 
their relative locations. See appendix 8 for a sequence diagram of a zooming process. 

5.2.2.11 Preferences 
PreferencesDialog is shown to user when menu item Settings > Preferences is selected. This 
dialog gives user tools to modify some of the tree properties. In current version preferences 
dialog enables changing of tree forest orientation and expansion limit. There are two buttons 
implemented on preferences dialog – save and cancel. Cancel button discards any chances 
and exists the dialog. Save button saves any changes and possibly sets a renderAfter flag true. 
This flag is used by the CorrespondenceClient to determine if laying out the tree forest and 
rendering should be performed after the save button of the preferences dialog has been 
pressed. If the flag has a value of true, CorrespondenceClient sends a layout tree request to 
the server and renders the tree forest. 

Tree forest orientation has two possible values – vertical and horizontal. If orientation of the 
tree forest is vertical, trees in the forest are rendered in a top-down fashion where root nodes 
of the trees are topmost and leaf nodes are lowest. Vertical orientation is the default 
orientation of an imported tree. If orientation of the tree forest is horizontal, trees in the forest 
are rendered from left to right. In this case the tree roots are located on the left edge of the tree 
container and the tree forest grows rightwards. When user changes the orientation property on 
preferences dialog, the client sends a layout tree request to the server, followed by tree forest 
rendering. Orientation property of the tree forest is changed by the preferences dialog upon 
save action so CorrespondenceClient does not have to take care of that.  

Expansion limit is a value that is passed to expansion server upon term expansion 
request. This value limits the amount of expansions returned by the expansion server. 
When user changes this value on PreferencesDialog and saves the changes, the 
renderAfter flag is set false (assuming that no other preferences that would require 
rendering are changed) and therefore laying out and rendering will not occur. 
However, next time when user expands a leaf node he is presented a list of expansions 
limited to the number that was set previously by the user on PreferencesDialog.  

5.2.2.12 Storage and Retrieval 
When user has modified a term tree forest he may want to save the changes in order to 
continue working on it later. For this purpose client implements storing and retrieval 
of the XML tree corresponding the tree forest structure. Storage options are local hard 
disk and database on the server. 
Saving and opening an XML tree file to/from local hard disk is managed by 
XmlFileIO class. This class has two main functions: to open a file and to save a file. 
Various checks are performed during opening and saving. For instance, during save 
operation the selected file will not be overwritten without user's permission. 
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JFileChooser is used both in saving and opening operations. Sequence diagram in 
appendix 6 presents the control flow of file opening and saving.  
Importing and exporting an XML tree from/to database produces a request to the 
server (via CommUnit). Server has a class called CorrespondenceDBServer to operate 
database connectivity and this class performs importing and exporting operations. 
Import operation returns an XML tree, which is passed back to the requesting client. 
Export operation yields a boolean value indicating success or failure of the operation. 
Appendices 4 and 5 give good overview of database import and export as sequence 
diagrams. 

5.2.2.13 Server Polling 
Correspondence Client is polling the server for a fresh tree forest data every n 
seconds, where n is an integer representing polling interval. An inner class PollerTask 
is implemented in CorrespondenceClient to perform polling. If the server has fresh 
tree forest data a 'true' value is returned. In this case the polling client does not update 
its tree forest immediately, but notifies the user about availability of a fresh tree forest 
data. User can then refresh the tree forest manually using Refresh button. A fresh tree 
forest data is saved to a cache variable in a ClientState object on the server. This 
ensures that the current XML tree of the client is not overwritten unless user has given 
permission for it by clicking the Refresh button.  
At the moment the server does not update tree cache automatically. As a result polling 
the server is useless because a fresh tree will not be formed into the cache variable. In 
the future server polling could be useful when for instance the server updates data 
from Woven Stories automatically and places an updated tree to the cache variable.  

5.2.2.14 Client Data Storage 
Because Correspondence Client has many classes that require access to certain client's 
properties like XML tree and client's ID, client uses a special storage class, ClientData 
for these widely used properties. This storage class has appropriate getter and setter 
methods implemented. Table 5.x lists and explains client properties stored in 
ClientData object.  

 
Table 5.x: Client properties stored in ClientData objects 

Property Description 

int id ID of the user who is using the client. ID is received from authentication server 
when user has logged in successfully.  

String CSUrl URL of the Correspondence Server. User provides this URL as a client startup 
argument. 

String BMUrl URL of the Bibliometric Maps software. When user triggers 'Apply to BM' or 
'Apply selected to BM' action the terms are sent to this URL. User provides 
BMUrl as a client start-up argument. 

String xmlTree Current tree forest in XML format. This is updated regularly and is one of the key 
properties since many classes are requiring it.  

Container TreeContainer Container object on which visual representation of a tree is rendered.  
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Property Description 

TreeRenderer renderer An instance of TreeRenderer that is used to visualize the tree forest. 

boolean modified Boolean flag indicating unsaved data caused by tree modifications. If true, the tree 
has unsaved information. If false, no changes has been made since the last 
export/save operation. This variable is used to check if unsaved tree forest data 
exists when user requests file opening or WS import, for instance. 

StatusBar statusBar Instance of StatusBar class. StatusBar is located on the bottom of the main client 
window and its purpose is to provide user feedback and information. This variable 
is needed here because several classes are producing messages that need to be 
shown to user and the only way they can access StatusBar is via ClientData object. 

ResourceBundle 
resourceBundle 

ResourceBundle is a tool for localization. In ClientData class it contains current 
localization information.  

boolean 
verticalOrientation 

Boolean flag indicating tree orientation. If true, tree is vertical. If false, tree is 
horizontal. Default is true. 

JFrame mainFrame Instance of the main GUI frame. This is used to set the main frame as parent to 
dialog windows. By doing this and setting the dialog window modal, access to the 
main frame is blocked and therefore it is ensured that user cannot perform any 
other actions while the dialog window is visible.  

 

5.2.2.15 Localization Support 
Correspondence client has simple localization support implemented as 
ResourceBundle object. Localization data for each language is stored in property files. 
The base property file name is LocResource.properties and this file includes English 
language data for user interface texts. In current implementation changing language 
dynamically is not possible so the default language (English) is always used. 
However, adding new languages in the future release is relatively easy. To do this, a 
mechanism for changing language must be implemented first. For instance one could 
consider user preferences file where chosen language is saved and mechanism for 
changing language would simply change the value of the language preference. 
When user would launch the client again the user interface would appear in the 
selected language. After implementing a mechanism for changing the language, new 
property files for supported languages must be created. For instance property file for 
Finnish language would be LocResource_fi_FI.properties.  
An instance of ResourceBundle object is stored in ClientState object and several 
classes of Correspondence Client are using this instance. When designing new classes 
that are presenting text to user, they must somehow gain access to current 
ResourceBundle object of the client.  

5.2.2.16 Correspondence Constants 
CorrespondenceConstants is an interface consisting of some default values used 
throughout Correspondence Interface software. These values include for instance 
default fonts, default colours and some default sizes. Main purpose of this interface is 
to provide a single point access to default property values of multiple classes. In the 
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future release some of these constants could be replaced with a user preferences file. 
Table 5.x lists fields of CorrespondenceConstants interface with short descriptions. 
 

Table 5.x: Fields of CorrespondenceConstants interface 
Field type and name Field Description 

int FIXED_FONT_HEIGHT Default point size of fonts used in Correspondence Interface. 

Font DEFAULT_NODE_FONT Default font used when rendering a node into graphical TLabel 
object. 

Color DEFAULT_BORDER_COLOR Default border colour of a node in a rendered term tree. When a 
node is neither selected nor identical to the selected node, its border 
is painted with this colour. 

int DEFAULT_BORDER_SIZE Default border size of a node in a rendered term tree. When a node 
is neither selected nor identical to the selected node, its border size 
is set to this value. Do not mix this value with 
DEFAULT_NODE_BORDER (see lower). 

Color SELECTED_BORDER_COLOR Border colour of a selected node in a rendered term tree. When user 
selects a node from a term tree, node's border will be painted with 
this colour. 

int SELECTED_BORDER_SIZE Border size of a selected node in a rendered term tree. When user 
selects a node from a term tree, node's border size is set to this 
value. 

Color IDENTICAL_BORDER_COLOR Border colour of a node identical to the selected node. Identical 
nodes have equal terms. When a node is selected, borders of the 
nodes identical to the selected node are painted with this colour. 

int IDENTICAL_BORDER_SIZE Border size of a node identical to the selected node. Identical nodes 
have identical terms. When a node is selected sizes of borders of the 
nodes identical to the selected node are set to this value. 

Color DEFAULT_NODE_COLOR Default background colour of a node in a rendered term tree. 

Color DISABLED_NODE_COLOR Backgrounds of disabled nodes in a rendered term tree are painted 
with this colour.  

Color ENABLED_NODE_COLOR Background of enabled (normal state) nodes in a rendered term tree 
are painted with this colour. 

Font LINE_FONT Font used in Line component to present overlap data. Line is a 
graphical component representing relationship between two nodes 
on a term tree.  

Color LINE_COLOR Colour of the Line component. Line is a graphical component 
representing relationship between two nodes on a rendered term 
tree. 

Color 
TREE_CONTAINER_BACKGROUND

Default colour of tree container background.  
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Field type and name Field Description 

Font STATUS_FONT Font used in StatusBar object. StatusBar is a graphical component 
providing feedback to user during running the client.   

Font BUTTON_FONT Font used in buttons of the client. 

Font MENUBAR_FONT Font used in menu bar of the client.  

Font POPUP_FONT Font used in popup menu of a tree node.  

Font LOGIN_FONT Font used in login screen of the client. 

Font OPTIONPANE_FONT Font used in OptionPane objects. OptionPane is a customized dialog 
box used in various situations by correspondence client.  

int DEFAULT_PARENT_DISTANCE Default distance between parents and their children in a term tree. 
This variable is used by LayoutFactory class.  

int DEFAULT_NODE_BORDER Value of the default border around a node. This is amount of space 
that is left between two siblings when tree layout is being calculated 
in LayoutFactory class. Do not mix this with the 
DEFAULT_BORDER_SIZE constant (see above). 

int CLIENT_POLLING_INTERVAL Amount of seconds that the client waits between two server polling 
requests.  

int DEFAULT_EXPANSION_LIMIT A default integer value telling expansion server how many 
expansions should be returned at most. User may adjust this value 
from Preferences Dialog and it is stored in a VirtualNode object 
representing current tree forest. 

int MAX_EXPANSION_LIMIT Maximum expansion limit that user is able to set from Preferences 
Dialog. 

int MIN_EXPANSION_LIMIT Minimum expansion limit that user is able to set from Preferences 
Dialog. 

double DEFAULT_ZOOM_STEP Default zoom step value. This is an integer value that is used in 
zooming actions to increase/decrease the zoom factor variable of the 
tree forest. Zoom factor variable is saved in VirtualNode object 
representing current tree forest. 

double INITIAL_ZOOM_FACTOR Initial zoom factor value for a new VirtualNode object. 

 

5.2.2.17 Graphical User Interface 
Correspondence Client has a graphical user interface (GUI) implemented using Swing 
API. GUI consists of (from top to bottom) MenuBar, ToolBar, TreeContainer (inside 
a ScrollPane) and StatusBar. In addition to these main components, GUI also includes 
dialog windows and popup menus, which appear as result of certain user actions. 
Below are listed customized GUI classes and short explanations for them. Tree 
component classes (TLabel and Line) are intentionally left out from the listing as they 
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are explained in 5.2.2.6. Appendix 12 describes GUI classes in detail as a class 
diagram.  
 

Class Description 

LoginDisplay A dialog window implementing login functionality. This window is shown to user as 
the first thing when he opens Correspondence Client. Action listener for LoginDisplay 
is set by CorrespondenceClient.  

OptionPane Customizable dialog window which is used widely in Correspondence Client. 
OptionPane appears for instance when user tries to exit the client and unsaved data 
exists. OptionPane can be customized for example to view information, warnings or 
to ask proceeding instructions from the user. 

ExpansionListDialog ExpansionListDialog is a dialog window presenting a list of terms of which user can 
select which will be place on the screen as tree nodes. Some of the items on the list 
may be pre-selected, depending on their current state (collapsed or not). This dialog is 
used by the client when importing a tree from Woven Stories or when expanding an 
existing node. In addition to a list of terms, the dialog window presents also several 
buttons to aid selection process. User can use buttons to select none, select all and to 
invert selection. Undo button resets the selections to their original state. OK button 
accepts selections and returns control to the main window. Cancel button exits the 
dialog discarding all the changes. 

PreferencesDialog A dialog window presenting term tree preferences for a user to adjust. These 
preferences currently include tree forest orientation and expansion limit.  

StatusBar A label component providing feedback as response to user's actions. StatusBar is  
accessed widely within the client and its content is updated regularly. An instance of 
StatusBar is saved in ClientState object to provide better access for other classes.  

ToolBar Toolbar is a simple class acting as a container for control items placed on the screen 
below menu bar.  

 
While CorrespondenceClient handles construction of the main GUI it is 
TreeRenderer's responsibility to visualise a term tree forest on the screen. Term tree 
forest is placed in a tree container object which in turn is mounted to a ScrollPane 
object to enable scrolling. Read more about TreeRenderer and tree visualisation in 
5.2.2.6. Image 5.1 provides a screenshot of the client part of Correspondence 
Interface. 
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Image 5.1: Screenshot of the client part of Correspondence Interface 
 

5.2.3 Term Tree 
Term trees are be based on MVC architecture. Server creates a tree forest structure (model) 
from the extracted terms, but it will not decide how the tree will be drawn on the client. Client 
uses some renderer (view+controller) to paint the trees on the screen and to add user 
functionality. However, the server calculates relative locations of each node on the tree to 
reduce work load of the client. Client's duty in this matter is therefore merely to set the 
absolute locations of the nodes based on the relative locations, and to draw the terms on given 
coordinates.   

A term tree forest is actually a tree with an invisible virtual root (VirtualNode). This root of 
the tree forest contains some general information of the tree forest such as current orientation 
and zoom factor. All nodes below virtual root are TermNode objects. Both VirtualNode and 
TermNode are inherited from abstract DefaultNode class which contains properties common 
to both of these node implementations. For instance each node (both virtual root and term 
nodes) has a unique ID number that distinguishes them from each other. Therefore ID 
property is implemented in DefaultNode to ensure its usability in both subclasses. Nodes are 
connected to each other with child and sibling links. In addition each node has also a list of all 
direct children. Using these links iterating through a tree is fairly simple. Some tree traversal 
algorithms are implemented in DefaultNode to help walk-through of a tree. Below are 
summarised main properties of the three tree node classes. 
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 DefaultNode 
 Abstract class including data that both VirtualNode and TermNode 
require. 

 Methods for adding/removing relations to other nodes.  
 Location and size information required by LayoutFactory. 
 Enumeration (inner) classes (tree traversal). 

 VirtualNode extends DefaultNode 
  Invisible virtual root node of the term tree forest. All other nodes 
in the tree forest are descendants of this node.  

 Has some forest-related data like last assigned ID, orientation 
(vertical or horizontal), bounds of the tree and ID of the selected 
node. 

 Includes also expansion limit, zoom factor and zoom step variables. 
 TermNode extends DefaultNode 

 Actual node containing term-related data.  
 Boolean flags for setting node disabled, selected or selected from 
list. Selected flag is set when a node's graphical representation 
(TLabel) is selected by the user. Selected from list flag is set when 
a term corresponding to the node has been selected from 
ExpansionListDialog upon expansion/import.  

 Overlap and weight information. 
 
Diagram 5.x is an illustration of a possible tree structure. All nodes under VirtualRoot 
are TermNode objects. Root nodes are extracted from a story and expanded nodes are 
expansions of the root nodes. Notice that this is merely a graphical illustration of 
structure of a term tree. When a tree forest is rendered, VirtualRoot is not visualised. 
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Diagram 5.x: An example term tree structure 
 
When a term tree is parsed into XML the following structure is conformed (an 
example tree): 
 
<tree zoomFactor="1.0" lastId="3" vertical="true" treeWidth="5000" selectedNode="0"     
  y="0" treeHeight="3000" x="2500" expansionLimit="2"> 
   <node label="world" id="0"> 
      <boundingBox x="2480" w="40" h="26" y="32"/> 
      <offset x="32" y="-20"/> 
      <disabled value="false"/> 
      <collapsed value="false"/> 
      <selected value="true"/> 
      <selFromList value="true"/> 
      <border value="7"/> 
      <correspondenceInformation> 
         <weight value="0.72"/> 
      </correspondenceInformation> 
      <children> 
         <node label="endocrine" id="1"> 
            <boundingBox x="2434" w="61" h="26" y="90"/> 
            <offset x="58" y="-46"/> 
            <disabled value="false"/> 
            <collapsed value="false"/> 
            <selected value="false"/> 
            <selFromList value="true"/> 
            <border value="7"/> 
            <correspondenceInformation> 
               <weight value="0.56"/> 
            </correspondenceInformation> 
         </node> 
         <node label="chemical" id="2"> 

Virtual 
root

Root 
term 1 

Root 
term 2

Root 
term 3 

Expanded 
node 1 

Expanded 
node2

Expanded 
node 3 

Expanded 
node 4 
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            <boundingBox x="2509" w="56" h="26" y="90"/> 
            <offset x="0" y="75"/> 
            <disabled value="false"/> 
            <collapsed value="false"/> 
            <selected value="false"/> 
            <selFromList value="true"/> 
            <border value="7"/> 
            <correspondenceInformation> 
               <weight value="0.48"/> 
            </correspondenceInformation> 
         </node> 
      </children> 
   </node> 
</tree> 
 
 
The XML tree above looks like this after rendering:  
 

 
 
Appendix 12 presents tree node classes and their connections to each other. 

5.3 External Resources 
Correspondence Interface utilizes a few external classes which are described here. 
Most of these external resource classes are somehow linked to XML-RPC protocol or 
to XML parsing, but some of them are required by database connection and 
management. External classes are wrapped in JAR files according to their purpose 
and these JAR files are presented in table 5.x. 
 

Table 5.x: External class resources 
JAR-file Description 

xmlrpc.jar XML-RPC library required by XML-RPC connection. CorrespondenceClient, 
CorrespondenceServer and WS2Server use this JAR. 

hsql.jar HyperSonic SQL database library. HyperSonic SQL is written completely in Java so no 
additional database software is needed. This library is used by CorrespondenceDBServer.

xml.jar This library is used by XmlParser to create and read XML structures. 

5.4 Class Summary 
This chapter presents a list of all classes (and interfaces) of Correspondence Interface 
software. All classes are divided into three packages. A short description is given for each 
class to help the understanding. Three packages are fi.joensuu.tlaine.client, 
fi.joensuu.tlaine.common and fi.joensuu.tlaine.server. As their names suggests, the client 
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package contains classes used by Correspondence Client only, the server package contains 
classes used by Correspondence Server only, and the common package contains classes used 
by both Correspondence Client and Correspondence Server. The following three tables list the 
classes of Correspondence Interface by their packages. 

 

Table 5.x: Classes of fi.joensuu.tlaine.client package in alphabetical order 

Class or interface Description 

BMCommunication A class taking care of communication between Correspondence Client and 
Bibliometric Maps software. Communication is established using XML-
RPC. URL to BM software is given as a command-line parameter upon 
CorrespondenceClient start-up. 

ClientData A class storing client's data such as user ID, current XML tree and URL of 
CorrespondenceServer. ClientData object is used widely throughout 
Correspondence Client to access client-specific properties.  

CommUnit A class acting as a communication bridge between Correspondence Client 
and CorrespondenceServer. This class merely passes method call requests 
to the server and returns responses back to the source of request. XML-
RPC protocol is used to call server's methods.  

CorrespondenceClient Main class of the client part of Correspondence Interface. Graphical user 
interface is implemented partly in this class using Swing. This class takes 
care of menu items, buttons and status bar. Visualising and controlling a 
term tree on tree container area is not handled by CorrespondenceClient 
class, but TreeRenderer class instead. CorrespondenceClient also initiates 
login and registration process using an instance of CommUnit to connect 
Correspondence Server.  

CorrespondenceClient.PollerTask A nested class performing a server polling task. This class extends 
TimerTask class and its run() method is called by a Timer object set by 
CorrespondenceClient's startPolling() method.  

EdgeRenderer A class implementing a renderer for an edge between two node 
components. Line class is used to create a graphical representation of an 
edge. This class is used by TreeRenderer when rendering a term tree forest 
on the screen.  

ExpansionListDialog A dialog window class presenting a list of terms of which user can select 
which will be placed on the screen. This class is used by the client when 
receiving a tree forest from the server (WS import or update) or when 
expanding an existing node.  

Line A graphical component class representing an edge between two nodes on a 
rendered term tree forest.  

LoginDisplay This class presents a user login dialog for Correspondence Client. After 
supplying login information to fields and hitting OK-button, a user 
validation request is sent to Correspondence Server via CommUnit. 
Correspondence Server uses Woven Stories user authentication to 
authenticate user. LoginDisplay is instantiated upon CorrespondenceClient 
start-up. 
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Class or interface Description 

NodeRenderer A class implementing a renderer for a node in a term tree forest. TLabel 
class is used to create a graphical representation of a node. This class is 
used by TreeRenderer when rendering a term tree forest on the screen.  

OptionPane A class providing a customizable Swing dialog window. This class can be 
used to create various dialog windows such as information windows, error 
windows and warning windows. One occurrence of an instance of this class 
can be seen when user attempts to close the main window of the client 
while unsaved changes on the tree forest exists.  

PreferencesDialog A class providing a dialog window for setting preferences for 
Correspondence Client. This dialog window is presented to user when 
Settings > Preferences menu item is selected.  

StatusBar A label component presenting information and feedback to user. StatusBar 
is placed on the bottom of the main window of Correspondence Client. 
Many classes in client package utilizes this component and therefore 
instance of it is saved in a ClientData object.  

TermActor A class providing methods for tree node manipulation. These methods 
include disabling, enabling, expanding and collapsing. Methods of this 
class are called by the action listeners of the popup menus defined in 
TreeRenderer class.  

TLabel A graphical component representing a node on a rendered term tree forest.  

ToolBar A graphical component presenting a few buttons below the menu bar of  
Correspondence Client. Action listeners for the buttons are defined in 
CorrespondenceClient.  

TreeContainer A container class storing a rendered tree.  An instance of TreeContainer is 
placed in a ScrollPane component to enable scrolling.  TreeContainer has 
scrolling-by-dragging feature implemented, meaning that user can adjust 
scroll bars of the ScrollPane by dragging  mouse on TreeContainer.  

TreeRenderer A class to render a given tree forest structure into graphical components. 
Rendered components are placed into a TreeContainer object. 
TreeRenderer also adds controls to graphical components so user can target 
actions to them. Triggered actions are sent to TermActor class for further 
processing.  

TreeRenderer.MyFocusListener A nested class handling focus events on TLabel components representing 
nodes of a term tree forest.  

TreeRenderer.MyMouseAdapter A nested class handling mouse actions on TLabel components representing 
nodes of a term tree forest. These actions include selection, unselection and 
showing a popup-window.  

TreeRenderer.PopupAppMenu A nested class adding popup menu functionality for TLabel components.  
While this class presents a popup menu, it does not handle the actions 
taken by the user via popup menu items. All popup menu action events 
cause a method call to TermActor class which takes care of manipulation 
of the target node.  
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Class or interface Description 

XmlFileIO A class providing methods for file opening and saving on local file system. 
These methods are called when user attempts to open a file or save a tree 
forest into a file.  

 
 
 

Table 5.x: Classes of fi.joensuu.tlaine.common package in alphabetical order 

Class or interface Description 

CorrespondenceConstants An interface providing constant values used in several classes 
throughout Correspondence Interface. These values are used for 
instance to set default colours, sizes and fonts. In the future this 
interface could partly be replaced by a client-side preference file.  

DefaultNode An abstract class representing a model of a node in a term tree forest. 
This class includes all the properties required by both TermNode and 
VirtualNode. Tree traversal algorithms are implemented as inner 
classes. 

DefaultNode.BreadthFirstEnumeration A nested enumeration class using code adapted from 
javax.swing.tree.DefaultMutableTreeNode.  

DefaultNode.PreorderEnumeration A nested enumeration class using code adapted from 
javax.swing.tree.DefaultMutableTreeNode.  

LayoutFactory A class providing a layout algorithm for a tree constructed from 
DefaultNode objects. Algorithm supports vertical and horizontal tree 
orientation. Correspondence Server uses this class to calculate relative 
positions for the nodes whereas Correspondence Client uses this class 
to calculate absolute locations of the nodes based on their relative 
locations.  

Polygon A class required by the tree layout algorithm in LayoutFactory class.  

PolyLine A class required by the tree layout algorithm in LayoutFactory class, 
as well as by Polygon class.  

TermNode A class representing a term node in a term tree forest constructed by 
Correspondence Server. This class is extended from abstract 
DefaultNode class.  

VirtualNode A class representing a virtual root of the term tree forest. Purpose of 
this class is to tie together TermNode objects representing root terms 
of term trees and to store general tree information.  

XmlParser A class containing static methods for parsing a term tree forest into 
XML and backwards. Also a validation method is implemented which 
can be used to validate a string against proper XML tree structure.  

 

Table 5.x: Classes of fi.joensuu.tlaine.server package in alphabetical order 
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Class or interface Description 

ClientState A class storing data of registered client. Correspondence Server creates a 
new ClientState object for each registered client and keeps it updated 
until client unregistration. This object contains client-specific properties 
such as XML tree and client ID.  

CorrespondenceDBServer A class handling database connectivity. Server uses this class to store 
and retrieve client's properties to/from database when a database import 
or export request is sent by a client. 

CorrespondenceServer Main class of server part of Correspondence Interface. This class acts as 
an XML-RPC server for Correspondence Client providing several 
methods such as Woven Stories import, term expansion and tree layout. 

CorrespondenceServer.ZombieTask A nested class performing a zombie seek & destroy task. This class 
extends TimerTask class and its run() method is called by a Timer object 
set by CorrespondenceClient's startZombieSeeking() method.  Zombie 
seek & destroy is used by the server to trace clients and remove those 
that have been idle for too long time (e.g. have become zombies).  Client 
may become a zombie if it exits without unregistering to the server. 

MapEntityTerm An interface used by Term class. 

StoryGetter A class to retrieve data from Woven Stories server using 
WSCommunication class for XML-RPC connection.  

Term A class representing a term. Weight property of term is included in this 
class. Term objects are constructed by class upon term extraction in 
TermGetter class and they are utilized also by TermExpander class.  

TermExpander A class providing methods for term expansion. Actual expansion 
algorithm and database are located on a separate expansion server whose 
URL is supplied as a command line argument upon 
CorrespondenceServer start-up. Protocol of communication is XML-
RPC. TermExpander class handles expansion server calls and creates 
new TermNode objects from returned expansions. TermExpander is 
accessed by CorrespondenceServer class. 

TermGetter A class to extract root terms from a given string. A separate server is 
used to extract Noun Phrases from the string. URL of the extraction 
server is supplied as a command line argument upon 
CorrespondenceServer start-up.  Protocol of communication is XML-
RPC. 

UserAuthenticator A class providing simple authentication based on Woven Stories user 
authentication system.  Protocol of communication is XML-RPC. 
CorrespondenceServer uses this class to validate a user trying to login 
on a Correspondence Client. User authentication is implemented in a 
separate class in order to ease development of a new authentication 
system.  

Weighted An interface used by MapEntityTerm interface. 
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Class or interface Description 

WSCommunication A class handling communication between Correspondence Server and 
Woven Stories server. CorrespondenceServer uses this to send story 
retrieval requests to Woven Stories server. Protocol of communication is 
XML-RPC.  

 

5.5 Interfaces 
Correspondence Interface communicates with several external actors. This section 
lists and describes interfaces required by each communication.  
 

Correspondence Interface and Woven Stories  
 Woven Stories server's role is to act as an XML-RPC server and 
Correspondence Interface is an XML-RPC client connecting to the 
server. 

 Correspondence Server connects to WS server to authenticate a 
user. 

 Correspondence Server connects to WS server to retrieve a story.  
 Methods: 

  public int authenticateUser(String username, String password) 
  public String retrieveStory(int userId)  
 
Correspondence Interface and Bibliometric Maps 

 Bibliometric Maps acts as an XML-RPC server and 
Correspondence Interface is an XML-RPC client connecting to the 
server. 

 Correspondence Client connects to Bibliometric Maps to apply 
selected or all terms in a tree forest into a bibliometric map. 

  Method:  
  public boolean  applyTerms(String projectAndField, Vector terms) 
  
Correspondence Interface and Noun Phrase extraction server 

 NP extraction server acts as an XML-RPC server and 
Correspondence Interface is an XML-RPC client connecting to the 
server. 

 Correspondence Server connects to NP extraction server to extract a 
string. 

 Method: 
  public Vector parse (String targetString) 
 
Correspondence Interface and Term expansion server 

 Term expansion server acts as an XML-RPC server and 
Correspondence Interface is an XML-RPC client connecting to the 
server. 

 Correspondence Server connects to term expansion server to expand 
a term. 
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 Method: 
  public Vector expand_word(String targetWord, String project, String 
      field, int expansionLimit) 
 
User and Correspondence Interface 

 User uses Correspondence Client with a mouse and a keyboard.  
 
Appendix 10 presents classes used in interfacing Correspondence Interface with 
external components.  

6 To-Dos 

This section describes the procedures that are suggested to be done to Correspondence 
Interface in the future.  

- Upon Correspondence Client start-up a login-screen should not be presented to 
user. Instead, login screen should be viewed when user attempts to import data 
from Woven Stories. Furthermore, importing from Woven Stories should not 
be done automatically on client start-up.  

- Users should be distinguished from each other by using an ID number 
generated on the server. Currently ID number provided by Woven Stories 
login system is used. ID could be generated based on IP-address, for instance. 

- Remove tree area expansion buttons. TreeContainer should either grow 
dynamically or tree forest should move accordingly when scrolling occurs.  

- The ‘+’ sign after a node having collapsed children should be placed further 
from the node’s label. 

- Refresh-button on the toolbar is currently useless. This would not be the case 
is the server would update the XML tree cache of the client regularly based on 
some source. Currently the server does not perform such an update. 

- Make new buttons for the toolbar objects. 
- Add more user preferences such as colours, fonts, intervals and default values. 

Save these preferences locally to a preferences-file. Most of these values are 
currently presented in the CorrespondenceConstants interface.  

- Add a percentage zooming-tool. 
- Make online help system. 
- Testing, testing and more testing. 
 

 
 

APPENDICES 

This section includes several diagrams illustrating different functions and parts of 
Correspondence Interface. All details are not presented in the diagrams, but they 
provide a good overview of their targets.   
 

Appendix 1: Sequence Diagram – Client Login and Registration 
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Appendix 2: Sequence Diagram – Importing From Woven Stories 

 

 
 
 

Appendix 3: Sequence Diagram – Rendering a Tree Forest 
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Appendix 4: Sequence Diagram – Exporting To Database 
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Appendix 5: Sequence Diagram – Importing From Database 
 

 
 

Appendix 6: Sequence Diagram – File Opening and Saving 
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Appendix 7: Sequence Diagram – Changing Preferences 

 

 
 

Appendix 8: Sequence Diagram – Zooming 
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Appendix 9: Class Diagram – Interfaces between Correspondence Interface and 
External Systems. 
 

 

Appendix 10: Class Diagram – Tree Forest Rendering 
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Appendix 11: Class Diagram – Tree Retrieval and Term Expansion 
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Appendix 12: Class Diagram – Term Tree Class Structure 
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Appendix 13: Class Diagram – Client GUI 

 
 
 


